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Civilianization and National Defence Headquarters:
The Cause of Àll Evil?

The intemational system gives sovereign states a monopoly on the legitimate use

of armed force. This is usually represented by war as a sovereign right.r This basic

precept is generally dated back to the Treaties of Westphalia and the beginnings ofthe

westem state system.2 This monopoly and right created the requirement for managing and

organizing armed force as an ann of the govemment or the state. The result has been the

development of complex military organizations that are heavily armed and highly trained

for war. While these may or may not be effective at ensuring the state,s survival from

outside threats, there is often the difficulty in developing means for the state to control

this armed group. This is particularly true in liberal-democratic states that pride

themselves on free and open societies. In simple terms, how does govemment control a

military that has the means to take power from the govemment through violence?

Within any state, the relationship, and the issues contained therein, have two

components. First, the central question is to exercise civilian control over the armed

forces ofthe state. Douglas Bland states that "in liberal democratic states, civil control of

the military means control of armed forces by civilians elected to parliament,"3 In

lchapter vll, A.ti"le 51, of the united Nations chafe¡ states thât "nothing in the present charter shall
impair the inherent right of individual o¡ collective selfdefence." Found on the United Nations web site at
http://www.un.org/aboutun/charter/

zThe Treaties of Wesþhalia are a series oftreaties that are also called the T¡eaties of Mtinster and
osnabrück. These heaties, signed on october 24, 1648 officially recognized the united provinces and
Switzerland and ended the conflict ben.veen Catholic and Protestants. This established the nation-state as
the highest level ofgovemment and independent ofothers.

3Bland,D. Nationql Defence Headquarters: Cenh'efor Decr'sþ4 A Report to the Commission on the
Deplol,rnent of Canadian Forces to Somalia (Minister of public Works: Ottawa,1997) p.7



addition, there is also a need for the specialized administration of the military but there

remains a question on how to arrange this administration. In addition, while there has no

history in Canada of the military seeking to wrest control of the govemment from civilian

political elites, there has been a very vigorous debate over this administration in Canada

from confederation onward.

The second is how to ensure that there is an efficient allocations ofresources for

defence, while developing forces that will be effective in carrying out the duties assigned

to the military. This debate is the central argument of military organizations in peacetime.

It is vital that a state maintains effective fighting forces while at the same time not

breaking the back ofthe economy. In Canada, this is also done through the establishment

ofcivilian control ofthe resources that the military uses to build its establishment.

More generally, Samuel Huntington is has been recognized as an expert on the

concept of civil control of the military and he defines modern civil control of the military

as separating the military from political power within the state. This separation is

accomplished by parliamentary bodies through the increase in professionalism of the

officer corps and making the military a "tool ofthe state."4 The increase in isolation ofthe

military from political power renders the military "politically sterile and neutral."5

Huntington also states that "a highly professional officer corps stands ready to carry out

aHuntington, 
S.P. The Soldier and the Srate; The Theory and Politícs of Civil-Mititary Relations (Harvañ

University Press: Cambridge, 1957)P. 83-84.
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the wishes of any civilian group which secures legitimate authority within the

state.t'6

The concept of the professional soldier is central to Huntington's theories of

civil-military relations, In this case, the professional officer is specially trained over

many years in the direction, operation, and control of a human organization whose

primary function is the application ofviolence.',7 He goes on to state that these

officers have three main duties that includel ,,(1)the organizing, equipping, and

training ofthis force; (2) the planning of its activities; and (3) the direction of its

operation in and out of combat.s This results in a military largely separate from

politics and therefore firmly under the control of the legitimate civilian authority of

the state. As noted earlier, the concept of civil control ofthe military is central to the

administration of militaries in liberal democratic states.

While military and its administration are in many ways similar to other

government institutions, they are also unique because the institution ofdefence consists

of two distinct parts. In canada the current structure through which civilian control ofthe

military is expressed is through the Department of National Defence (DND). It includes

two elements. The first is a civilian organization that is tasked with'1he allocation and

management of financial and human resources(not including military personnel and

forces), the procurement of equipment and material, as well as infrastructure and the

6rbid. p. t+

7Ibid. p. I I

ttia. p. r r-rz.



protection ofthe environment"e for the entire organization. The other element is the

Canadian Forces (CF) as the military component of DND, The CF is "a multi purpose,

combat-capable military force with a primary mission to protect Canada from a direct

military threat. The CF also helps Canada during times of domestic crises; assists various

levels of govemment that request help in handling civil emergencies; and provides

Canadians with a variety ofvital survival services, including search and rescue."r0

While these two elements of the single department have very distinct roles, it is

imperative to recognise that the government sees them simply as part of the same

organization, DND. The organization is represented by a single minister in cabinetrr and

has a single national headquarters in Ottawa for national command and administration.

The govemment largely treats the Department as any other department at the national

level. As a result the Department reflects many characteristics that are common among

any or all govemment bureaucracies and institutions. This characteristic, it is argued, has

led to the civilianization ofthe Canadian Forces, largely as a product of the structural

changes that surrounded the formation of the National Defence Headquarters(NDHQ) in

1972. In particular, the creation ofNDHQ reduced the effectiveness ofthe CF by

replacing military leadership practices and principles with civilian management

techniques.

gCanada, 
Department ofNational Defence,lnformation Kit on the Depqrtment ofNational Defence and the

Canadian Forces, 'Role ofthe Department ofNational Defence and the Canadian Forces' p. I

tolbid

llAs of l2 Dec 03 there is a "Pa¡liamentary Secretary to the Minister oflNational Defence with special
emphasis on the Role ofthe Reserves." His role has not been formalised to any g¡eat extent and it is not
apparent how much clout, ifany, he brings to the cabinet table.



Importantly, civilianization is distinct from the notion of civilian control of the

military. Civilian control entails govemment control of the actions and duties of the

military. Civilianization, in contrast, relates to organizational culture and concems the

shift in military culture and decision making processes away from leadership towards a

bureaucratic or civilian process. David Bercuson summed up the problem of

civilianization as a process that "placed administrative acumen above military insight on

the list ofqualities required ofCF offrcers."r'z Allan English also argues that "the general

consensus among most writers is that too many civilian values have been assimilated by

the CF, and that these values are debasing the fundamental war-fighting ethos of the

CF."r3 In essence, civilianization has resulted in the decline of the professionalism ofthe

military officer by moving them away from the core attributes of the professional officer.

One of the most vocal critics of the structure of NDHQ has been Dr. Douglas

Bland. He is a former military officer, Chair of the Defence Management Studies program

at Queen's University. While the majority of his criticism of NDHQ is directed at the

unclear reporting procedures that existed \ ithin the headquarters, he does link the

problem of the civilianization to the amalgamation of CFHQ and DND in 1972.14 In his

report to the Somalia Inquiry, he outlined the problem of civilianization using an intemal

DND report on the problems resulting from the unification of the military in 1967. The

author of this report, Major General Vance stated that "Civilian standards and values are

t2Bercuson, D., Srgn ifcant Incident (Toronto: McClelland & Stewart, 1996), p. ?0

l3English, A.D, Understanding Military Cuhure; A Canadian Perspect¡v¿ (Kingston: McGill-Queen's
University Press, 2004), p. 154.

taBland,D. Nalionøl Defence Headquarleß: Centt'e Íor Decision, (Ottawa: DND, 1997) p. 48-49.



displacing their proven military counterparts, and in the process, are eroding the basic

fibre of the Canadian military society."rs Bland refers to this report in most of his

discussions of NDHQ across numerous published works.

Civilianization has been seen as the key factor in the problems faced by the CF. In

particular, the management model has been blamed as a root cause of the Somalia debacle

as evidence ofa crisis of leadership.16 Huntington also alludes to the problem ofreplacing

military values in a discussion of civil-military relations. In particular, he argues that

when military officers move away from the values of a professional military that their

"satisfactions of professional performance and adherence to the professional code are

replaced by the satisfactions of po\'r'er, ofhce, wealth, popularity, and the approbation of

non military groups."rT This change has very negative consequences. In particular, the

change in attitudes towards more selfserving goals results in a lack oftrust ofsenior

officers by their subordinates. This was exposed for all to see in the proceedings ofthe

Somalia Inquiry and in surveys done during the early 1990's.'8

The civilianization problem is largely blamed on the close proximity oflarge

numbers of civilian personnel within NDHQ. Bercuson states that the influence oflarge

numbers of civilians within NDHQ has confused the chain of command and resulted in

IsDND, Review Group on the Report ofthe Task Force on Unification ofthe Canadian Forces, Ottawa,
1980. p. 18.

r6somalia Inquiry R ecord 3285t13628

rTHuntington, 
Op. Cit., p. 95

rsEnglish, A.D. op. Cit. p. t55-t56.



officers that espoused civilian an bureaucratic values that conflicted with military

leadership values and that these people confused the chain of command.re

critics such as Bercuson and Bland suggest that the problem is a function ofthe

structural merger of the civilian and military establishments. This merger was completed

in 1972 with the amalgamation of the canadian Forces Headquarters (cFHe) and the

office of the Minister of Defence. As will be explained in detail later, this was done

largely as an efficiency exercise designed to reduce the problems that were discovered

during the cuban Missile crisis. These problems led to what some havs called a crisis in

Canadian civil-military relations.20

The nature ofthe merger would seem to place the phenomenon of civilianization

under the purview of neo-structural theory. This body oftheory posits that institutional

behaviour is the product ofthe interaction ofculture and structure. In addition, it

suggests that organizational history, its structural evolution, culture, and goals, are

essential to understand the effectiveness of an institution.

In the context ofthe explanation for civilization, chapter one looks directly at

neo-institutional theory and the chapter Two lays out the roles and responsibilities ofthe

major actors within the Department. In addition, the external influences on the

Department and how they have contributed to the problems with civilianization are

explored. This includes a discussion ofthe influence that the central Agencies ofthe

reBercusson, 
Op C . p. 69-73.

2oHaydon, 
P., The I962 Cuban Missile Crisis: Canadian Involvement Reconsidered. p.202.



canadian Govemment has upon the department. combined, these chapters provide the

basis to understand the structural evolution that led to the creation of NDHe.

This evolution is examined in the third chapter, and focuses upon the reasons

behind the decision to unifr and integrate the canadian military and create NDHe. The

problems facing the military at the time, such as difficulties is coordination of policy

between the Ministers office and the military, were addressed in the creation of NDHQ.

As part of this discussion, a brief description of the canadian military after world war

Two is followed by the problems identified by the war, the emergence of a large

professional standing armed force for the first time during the Korean war and the cold

War build up. In addition, this chapter looks at the critiques of NDHe as these are

directly related to the problems that faced the canadian military including problems that

resulted in the c¡isis of civil military affairs during the cuban Missile crisis. This crisis

had canadian units participating in actions that were not strictly authorizej by the prime

Minister ofcanada. Finally the reasons for changing the structure in the past, and how

well these problems were addressed by the changes are explored. This historical

background looks at the political and military decisions that were being made and looks

at the reasons these were deemed necessary at the time.

The fourth chapter explores the leadership versus management debate by studying

the cultural changes that are attributed to the interactions that were outlined in the first

chapter. In particular, the changes described in chapter three coincide with the emergence

of the problem of civilianization, As such, this chapter looks at civilianization, the debate



surrounding leadership versus management, and the differences in military and civil

service cultures.

The conclusions that can be drawn from the discussions chapters th¡ee and four

will be presented within the final portion of the thesis. By using the key characteristics

inhoduced in neo-institutional theory, this chapter evaluates the success ofNDHQ. In

particular, it shows that NDHQ does the job for which it was intended and is not the main

cause of civilianization ofthe Canadian military. Factors such as changing values in

society and the influence ofthe Central Agencies of Government and their role offiscal

and policy management have a larger impact on the difficulties facing the CF and DND

than simply blaming the structure of the organization.



Chapter One

Neo-Institutionalism and DND

Institutions established by govemments have a very important role in society.

Theoretically they represent Canadian values and concems and are representative ofthe

social structure ofthe Canadian people. This opening chapter explores key elements of

neo-structural theory. This examination opens by defining an institution and its role

within the state. Next, it explores core common characteristics of organizations. Finally,

this chapter identifies specific elements ofinstitutions, especially how the organizational

structure, culture, and evolution ofan organization affects it in carrying out its mandate.

Larry D. Terry differentiates between the term organization and institution. He

states, an organization

"is a rational, means-orientated instrument guided by the ,cult' ofeffìciency. In contrast,
the instihrtion is considered a creation ofsocial needs and aspirations; it is ân adaptive,
responsive, cooperative system that embodies cultural values. The cultural values and
moral commitments ofa society are implanted in its institutions. In shoft, institutions
represent the 'ethos' of the culture, its particular way of self fulfilment"2l

In effect, the institution ofnational defence is canied out by an government

organisation or department; in the case of Canada DND. In effect institutions are the ideas

that represent the needs and wishes ofsociety, Government establishes organizations to

administer and control programs that are designed to meet the goals and ideals ofthe

institution.

Some authors argue that the state is a collection ofinstitutions and their

organizations and these make up a system that has the final power and authority to make

2tTerry,L.D. 
Leadet'ship of Public Bneaucracies: the Adminisrt'ator as Conservator,

l0



decisions within a certain territory." These institutions very often are determined by the

characteristics of the state. The state, in holding supreme power within its territory, sets

out policies and guidelines to maintain, inter alia, order, provide services, administer the

goverrunent, and defend the state and society from intemal and extemal th¡eats.

Institutions such as the legislative process, legal system, and electoral system play a

significant role in determining how these functions are carried out, and from these

policies and guidelines, the state creates organizations to administer and implement

govemment decisions.23

There are many characteristics of organizations which make them important in

any society. First, any government organization plays a specific role in the govemment,

society and the state itself. This role, as delineated by the govemment, defines what the

organization does and plays a large part in determining the procedures that it will use to

accomplish the role assigned to it. A clear role for an organization is vital to ensure that

all efforts of the organization are directed toward society's common goals.

Govemments determine what kind of organizations provide the services that are

required. Once these areas have been identified, a bureaucratic organization begins to take

shape in order to administer and execute the role assigned to it. James March and Johan

Olsen argue that organizations "are constructed around clusters of appropriate activities,

around procedures for assuring their maintenance in the face ofthreats from tumover and

22M. Atkinron, Governíng Canada: Inslitutions and Public Policy, (Toronto: Harcourt Brace Canada,

1993), p.7.

23rbid, p.34-35.
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self-interest, and around procedures for modifuing them."2a The establishment of

organizations by govemment also provides the public with an identifiable point of

contact.2s By creating role and function specific organizations, the govemment creates a

natural point of contact for the parts of society that require its services.

Institutional theory organizes individual organizations around two principles,

First an organization is an independent identity that has a degree ofautonomy to act.

Second, an organization is based upon collective tasks and functions that are based upon

assigned roles. It is important to note that the CF and DND are organized upon a set of

tasks and missions and the character ofthe organization is largely defined by those

missions. The CF and DND also have some autonomy to act within their assigned tasks

and missions, but are limited by govemment policy and decisions.

Proponents of neo-institutional theory further define and expand the role

institutions and the organizations that represent them play in society and govemment.

This role can be summed up as representing the wishes, needs, and values ofthe society

in a particular issue area. March and Olsen believe that

"the processes intemal to political institutions (organizations set up to administer
institutions'" ), although possibly triggered by extemal events, affect the flow of history.
Programs adopted as a simple political compromise by a legislature become endowed
with separate meaning an force by having an agency established to dealwith them. The
establishment ofpublic policies, or competitions among bureaucrats or legislators,
activates and o¡ganises otherwise quiescent identities and social cleavages. polity experts
withing the political system develop and shape the understanding ofpolicy issues and

2aJ.G. Ma¡ch and J.P. Olsen, Aedricov ering Institl ions: The Organizational Basis olpolitics, (New york:
The Free Press, 1989) p.24

2trbid,

26March 
and Olsen use the term political institution to describe an organization that is established to

control and administer the ideas ofthe institution.
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altematives. Thus, political institutions define the framework within which politics takes
place."''

These autonomous and policy enacting organizations have a great deal ofeffect upon the

policies ofa state and they reflect the characteristics and composition ofthe institution

they represents.

One ofthe most important effects ofthe formal structure ofan organization is the

efficiencies that result. With each person assigned a certain task, each individual can

specialize and accomplish a task at more proficient levels than ifthe individual was not an

expert at that task.28 The quest for effrciency however, must be balanced with the

effectiveness of the organization. Ifefficiency is measured by inputs and outputs, the

greater the output from a given input, the more efficient the organization is. However,

regardless ofoutput, an organization must still effectively do the task for which it was

created.2e A very efflrcient organization that does not do the task for which it was created

is not an effective organization,3o The terms efficiency and effectiveness are the primary

tool with which one can evaluate an organization. Regardless, this same organization

would be seen to be adequate if it was only partly efficient yet still accomplishes its tasks

2TMarch 
and Olsen Op. Cit. lgïg p.21.

2sMarch and Olsen Op. Cit, lgïg p26- 28, lmmergut, Op. Cit, p.20-21

2eAn example ofthis would be a military orgânizâtion that is very efficient at hrming out cavalry regiments
with properly hained troops horses and officers, would not be effective at carrying out the defence ofa
state against a modem and mechanized combined arms army. This efficiency is obviously not effective.

3oRobbin., 
S., and Stuart-Kotze,R. Mønagement: Conceprs and Applicatíons 2û Ed, (Scarborough:

P¡entice-Hall Canada lnc, 1990) p. 20 -22.

t3



effectively. Thus, even the most efficient organization that does not effectively

accomplish its tasks and vice versa is not a good organization.

March and Olson argue that one ofthe first efflrciencies of organizations are the

order that is brought by rules,3r The rules ofthe organization form the relationships that

are vital to formulate policy, However, this efficiency does come at some cost. The quest

for efficiency and the adherence to rules results in some options being eliminated from

contention before they are fully investigated. This is due to limits on who reports to whom

within a formal structure, which reduces the options available and lowers the

effectiveness of the organisation.

In the context of the drive for efficiency and effectiveness within an organization,

the historical development and evolution of an organization become useful in

understanding any cuftent organization. History is the foundation upon which one can

begin to understand an organization.32 By understanding the source ofthe institution and

how it has developed over time, one can have a better appreciation ofhow the cur¡ent

formal and informal rules developed. Also, the past evolution of an institution determines

the characteristics it currently possesses,

Formal and Informal Rules

As part of this evolution and in order to carry out its assigned goals, an

organization develops rules and guidelines, An organization is essentially an assembly of

3rMarch 
and Olsen Op. Cit. 1989 p,39

32E. M. Immergut, 'The Theoretical Core of the New Institutionalism' in Politics and Socieôr, Vol 26, No.
l, March 1998

l4



procedures that use a series of rules and criteria to choose the appropriate procedure in a

given situation or action which are known as standard operating procedures (SOPs).

Much of its behaviour is the result ofthese procedures. These procedures are the rules that

the members of the organization follow to deal with the issues that come before them, as

rule based activity is a vital characteristic of organizations.33

March and Olsen elaborate upon this point in Democratic Governance. They

state that organizations "follow rules most of the time."3a These rules are divided into two

areas. First are the formal procedures and guidelines or SOPs That an organizarcion follows

to carry out the tasks assigned to it. The second is the informal rules reflecting the cultural

norms that guide the individuals within the organization in their decision making on a day

to day basis.

Formal rules are published and enforced by the hierarchy ofan organization.

These rules form the basis of the major activities that the organization carries out in the

completion of the tasks for which it was formed. More case specific formal rules include

the processes that govem the day to day business carried out within and by an

organization. These rules consist of the "routines, procedures, conventions, roles,

strategies, organizational forms, and technologies around which political activity is

constructed"35

338. G. Peters, 1rslitutional Theory in Political Science (London: Pinter, 1999) p.28

34Ma¡ch 
and Olsen Op. Cit. 1989 p22

3t rbid. p zz- 23
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One of the most important of these formal rules is the organizational structure of

the organization.36 This structure is established when the organization is created as the

result oflegislation or law, and then evolves after years ofpractice, Structure largely

determines communication flows within an organization. It acts as a road map for the

routes of communication and delineates responsibility within an organization. The

direction and nature of communication plays a large role in how a body deals with inputs

from outside an organization and how it deals with ideas and decisions that originate

within an organization. How various parts ofan organization communicate and trade

information are vital to determine the efficiency and effectiveness of its decision making

process.

Structure also represents a division oflabour within an organization. This impacts

upon the types of responsibilities that members of the institution hold, the roles they play,

and the access they have to other decision makers.rT Structure serves to designate clearly

who can contact who in an official mamer. It is clear to all who is in charge and what the

reporting pattern should be.

Less obvious than the formal rules but arguably just as, ifnot more, important are

social or cultural factors or the informal rules within an organization. Hall and Taylor

note:

"that many ofthe institutional forms and procedures used by modem organizations were
not adopted simply becâuse they were most efficient for the tasks at hand, in line with
some hanscendent "rationality", instead they argued that many ofthese forms and
procedures should be seen as culturally-specific practices, akin to the m¡.ths and

36tb¡d,

37 rbid. p 26-27



ceremonies devised by many societies, and assimilated into organizations, not
necessarily to enhance their formal means-ends efficiency, but as a result ofthe kind of
processes associated with the transmission ofcultural practices more generally. Thus,
they argued, even the most seemingly bureaucratic ofpractices have to be explained in
culhrral terms."38

The importance ofthe social basis of informal rules is echoed by March and Olsen. These

authors see the informal rules oforganizations as a "set ofbeliefs, cultures, paradigms,

and codes that surround, support, elaborate, and (may) contradict the formal roles, rules,

and routines."3e These rules are a product social interaction, and the day to day

relationships and interactions of individuals lead to a sense ofbelonging. These informal

rules are simply rules of appropriateness as opposed to directives ofefficiency. These

rules are implicit, rather than contractual in nature, but they are still recognised by most of

the other actors in the organization. In effect, the expectations ofthe individuals are

socially directed and enforced as a result of them. This is contrasted to the iormal

strucfures which are enforced by formal contracts or agreements within the organization.

Above all else, the consequences of ignoring these informal rules may be just as important

as if formal directions or rules are ignored.

Trust is also a critical aspect ofthe informal contract of appropriate action among

individuals within an organization.a0 When trust is lost between individuals or groups, it

becomes very difficult to enforce the implied contracts that are so vital for efficiency and

effectiveness. The lack oftrust will result in the individuals adopting a ,me first, attitude

38P. Hull, R.C.R. Taylor, 'Political Science and the Three Neìü Institutiona lisms' in political Studies
( 1 99 6) 44 , p. 936-937

3eMarch 
and olsen op. Cit. 1989 p l0

4oMarch 
and olsen Op. Cit. 1989 p.33

t7



in decision making instead of thinking ofwhat is best for an organization. In time this

shift in thinking would have dramatic effects on the efficiency ofthe organization and

greatly degrade its effectiveness.

A product ofthe combination of informal and formal rules, norms, and procedures

is the prioritization of determining factors in decision making. Individuals within a

structure and culture ofan organization will have a different decision making process than

individuals who make decisions as individuals and are not part ofan organization. March

and Olsen argue at the expectations ofthe organization will have a very important effect

on how the individual will make choices, particularly if the choices involved may not be

in the individual actor's best interest. They describe this as a 'logic of appropriateness' as

opposed to the individual 'logic of consequentiality'.4r

The difference is illustrated through a series ofquestion sets for any problem.

Individuals faced with a situation will likely follow certain problem solving steps; What

are my altematives? What are my values? What are the consequences of my altematives

for my values? Finally, the individual will choose the altemative that has the best

consequences for his or her self. On the other hand, an individual within an organizational

setting will attack the same problem from a very different perspective. This individual

will ask what kind of a situation is this? Wïo am I? How appropriate are different actions

for me in this situation? This results in an action that is most appropriate for the

organization, not necessarily the best solution for the individual.a2

4f March and Olsen Op. Cit. 1989 p.23 -24

o2lbid



These result in very different answers depending on the circumstances ofthe

individual. A¡ individual will most likely seek to maximize the benefit of the decision.

Individuals will take the actions that he or she perceives will result in either the most

benefit or the least damage to his or her own position. Conversely, the decision maker in

an organizalional setting will make the decision with the added variables of formal and

informal/cultural rules and procedures attached to the decision making process. The

decision will take into account where the individual falls within the organization, the

cultwe and the role the individual plays within them. This will likely result in a decision

that is far more likely to benefit the organisation, and be acceptable to the culfure of the

organization, but may not be in the best interest of the individual making the decision.ar

Choices that are in opposition to the prevailing culture or'logic of

appropriateness' in the organization will tend to be eliminated, These options are seen to

be too radical for the organization or they may not even be considered or thought of.

These choices are therefore eliminated from consideration before the actual decision

process even really begins. Any decision made will be a result ofall the rules that are

present within the organization, whether these are formal or informal/cultural in nature,

and reflect these factors.

The influence of culture in restricting the number of options presented within a

decision process also lowers the possibility ofconflicts arising within an organization.

This lowers the possibility of dissension among the members of the organization, lowers

the number of dissatisfied people, and strengthens the sense ofbelonging that is fostered

43Mo¡e info on this in the first section of Chapter Three of March and Olsen Op. Cit. 1989
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by the organizational culture. This reinforcement of the cultural rules for the participants

in the organization also reinforces the perception ofthe organization as the rightful place

for policy discussions on the subject at hand. The informal education and formal training

ofnew recruits into the organization, which is executed by the existing members, plays a

large role in conveying this institutional logic to new generations of members,

Stabilify and Change in Organisations

Alother very important effect of the culture oforganizations is its stability. A

stable organization normally is illustrated by a slow evolutionary process, rather than

dynamic and abrupt change.aa Massive change canjeopardise the standing ofan

institution and the individuals that identiry themselves as members ofthe organization.

Defending the status quo is equivalent to defending itself. Large change will be seen as

threats, while smaller, incremental changes are less threatening to members ofan

organization. Thus, intemal decisions will tend to lead towards smaller, more incremental

steps resulting in a slow evolution of the organization.

A¡other evolutionary force is applied with the intake of new persomel to the

organization. While an organization will tend to change the decision making process ofan

individual, the introduction ofnew members to the organization only slightly alters the

culture ofan organization. Slow evolution discourages forces that are seeking to change

the organization for short term reasons or events.

aorbid. p. 54-5s.
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March and Olsen recognise that organizations "preserve themselves, partly by

being resistant to many forms ofchange, partly by developing their own criteria of

appropriateness and success, resource distribution, and constitutional rules. Routines are

sustained by being embedded in a structure ofroutines, by socialisation, and by the way

they organize attention."as These built in tendencies against dramatic change produce

highly effective mechanisms for defending against radical change. The unique

characteristics ofan organization is "sustained by social pressure and education.,'a6 The

formal and informal education and training given to new recruits makes social change

within an organization a very slow and often a very difficult process.

The ability ofan organization to defend itselfagainst short term events is a

positive aspect ofthe slow nature ofchange within it. This prevents the govemment ffom

using the organization in ways that it was not intended. However, ifthe society that the

organization grew out ofevolves into something different, then the organization is likely

to adjust to this new arrangement. While some changes may have taken place in the

organization through the process of recruiting from society, the pace ofchange from

within the organization may prove to be slower than the pace ofchange within general

society. This is due to the influence of organizational forces, rules, culture, and history

combined with a strong intemal indochination and career advancement of members of the

organization. These forces will prevent the organizational culture from evolving at the

aslbid.

a6lbid.
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same pace as society. However, if an organization is too slow to change, its legitimacy

and validity in the eyes of the society may come into question.

Since organizations are inherently slow to change, a difficult problem is how to

create change. According to some writers, there are three methods to change an

organization.aT The first is by taking advantage ofthe stable process ofchange that already

exists within the structure ofthe organization. This can be accomplished through variation

in, and the selection of, routines, duties, and roles.a8 Leaders within the organization can

attempt to use the embedded characteristics ofthe institution to try to change it. This most

likely takes a great deal of time and change will not be immediately obvious, However,

while not constituting rapid change, it will very likely be effective as such change will not

tend to upset the inherent characteristics of the organization. As such, individuals already

present in the organization will continue to identif, themselves with the organization as it

evolves. However, if change is massive or fundamental, individuals may no longer

identift themselves with the new organization. As a result, they may identiff themselves

with the old organization and the new body will not benefit from their loyalty.

The second method is to take advantage of the divided attention ofthe

organization. A large organization can not concentrate on all issues that affect it at one

time. This preoccupation gives actors advocating change an opportunity to attempt change

in areas that the organization has placed a lower priority upon.ae This allows the actors

47Schien, E. The Corporate Culture Survival Gttide; Sense qnd Nonsense About Culture Chønge, (Jossey-
Bass Publishers: San Francisco, 1999) p. 8 - 9.

asrbid,p 58-59.

4eMarch and Olson , Op. Cit. 1989,p 6l-62.



seeking change to move 'under the radar', ofthe organization and its components that

may resist change. This would be particularly effective at changing areas that the

organizational culture does not deem vital to its survival,

The final method of change is massive shock. This method involves major

changes that are imposed by the leadership, or an outside force. While very effective at

bringing change, there is a great deal ofrisk involved,50 because it involves replacing one

set ofrules in an organization with another set of formal and most importantly

informal/cultural rules. This in turn, has a massive effect on the entire life ofthe

organization. While changing the organization may have been seen by all actors as

necessary, the new rules, norms, and procedures may cause significant problems. Once

again, there are problems ofindividuals within the organization. They may no longer

identifr themselves or agree with the new body. Many will likely continue to identifu

themselves with the older organization and may actively work to move the new one back

to the older structure.

Problems with Two Cultures

As discussed above there are several ways to change an organization. However,

often change results from the combining of two or more organizations for whatever

reason, This mixing of organizations and their conesponding cultures can result in the

presence of multiple cultures within an organization and poses additional challenges to

that organization. This is particularly hue for defence organizations due to the presence

5oMarch 
and Olson , Op. Cit. 1989, p 64-65, Goodin, Op. Cit., p.24-25.
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of a military and civil service culture. While this relationship is fairly unique among

govemment organizations and departments, other large organizations such as

multinational corporations face similar problems.5r A noted expert on the culture of

organizations, Edgar H. Schein, argues that there are three directions that the culture ofan

organization can follow when two or more cultures come together within a single

organization.s2

The first possible outcome is continued separation. Each culture more or less

continues as before. The two cultures simply coexist. This has advantages as long as there

are no fundamental differences that prevent coexistence.s3 However, the lack ofchanges

to either culture would result in the least amount of resentment or dissatisfaction of

members who closely identified with the culture of their original organization. The state

of coexistence is most common when the two separate cultures are not fully integrated

within a cohesive organization and exist more or less as separate entities but are working

towards the goals ofthe combined organization.

The second result is the domination by the shonger culture and the eventual

disappearance ofthe other. According Schein, this happens most often when the

leadership ofthe new organization force a single culture upon the organization. While this

may be very traumatic for the members of the displaced culture, it can result in greater

5lOne example in business includes the take over of ESPN by ABC ìn American television. Two similar
organizâtions with vastly different cultures forced to coexist within one mânagement structure. Later both
ofthese were absorbed into the Disney Corporation.

s2schien, E. op. Cit. p.8 - g

s3Ib¡d.
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efficiencies for the organization as a whole.sa It is particularly efficient for senior

managers as the single culture has less impact upon decision making process and, after

some likely resistance, a single culture will result in a more unified organization.

The third possible result is the blending phenomenon where characteristics from

each culture create a new blended or integrated culture.ss This is a very difficult option

due to the large amount of cultural change for all members of the organization. However,

it also results in a very strong, new culture as all have gone through the blending process

and these shared experiences will become part of the newly blended culture.

Organizational Theory and the DND

This chapter has examined institutions and has made several important points that

will be used the following chapters to examine DND as an organization. This chapter also

demonstrated that organizations are rule based structures and that these rule are divided

into two basic groups. The first being the formal rules of the organization. These would

include the formal reporting lines, structures and legislation that the organizations use to

outline its activities. These formal rules also extend outside the organization. DND does

not exist within a vacuum. It is part of a system that makes up a state.56 It has to operate

within the system of the federal govemment and must work in concert with other

departments and central agencies in order to carry out the wishes of the govemment, The

salbid, p.9 - ro.

ttrbid,p.ro - n.

56Atkinson, 
Op Cit . p. 34-35.



other kinds of rules that the DND works within are informal rules, These are made up of

the culture and traditions ofthe organization. These rules are just as important as the

formal rules in looking at how the organizations carry out tasks from day to day and how

the individuals within the organization work towards achieving the goals of the group.

The formal rules of DND will be examined in Chapter three of this thesis while the

informal rules will be examined in chapter four.

This first chapter also outlined the importance of knowing the history ofan

organization as a guide to where it has gone in the past and changes it has made in order

to overcome challenges it has faced. These changes are part of the evolution into the

organizations that currently exists and has a large effect upon both the structure and the

culture of the DND.

The quest for efficiency has resulted in the vast majority ofchanges to the

organization and culture ofDND and the CF. This quest for efficiency has arguably

affected the ability of the Department to effectively carry out its tasks. This first chapter

also pointed out that the quest to increase the efficiency the Department has been opposed

by the inherent stability of organizations, Organizations such as DND have inertia that

must be broken or at minimum directed in order to accomplish change of the

organization.

The remaining chapters of this thesis will discuss the history, formal structure,

informal rules and culture, and finally the efficiency and effectiveness of the DND. All of

this shows that the loss of effectiveness through civilianization has not been caused



specifically by the attempts at increasing the efficiency ofthe department though the

creation of NDHQ.



Chapter Two

Who's Who in the Zoo

The formal and informal rules ofan organization are the basis of its operations. In

order to examine this basis, this chapter examines the formal structures ofthe Department

and the actors that have a role in designing, administering, and enacting defence policy in

Canada. The ¡oles and responsibilities of the primary actors within the department play a

critical role in how the department functions. This examination begins with an look at the

legislation that establishes DND and describes the legal roles of the primary actors within

the Departmsnt. This is followed by a more detailed look at the highest levels of

management and command within DND and the CF, through which the flow of

information within the structure ofthe organization has a direct impact upon the

efficiency ofthe organization.sT The chapter concludes with a look at the role ofoutside

influences upon the actions of the Department. In particular the role the central agencies

of the government and how they interact with DND as they have a major impact on the

day 1o day activities of many decision makers within the Department. The relationships

between the major actors inside and outside the Ðepartment will result in further

influences of the Department.

The Legal Foundation of DND

The National Defence Act (NDA) provides the authority to the government to

establish the Department of National Defence. While the Department is subject to several

57As shown in Chapter I p. 12



different acts of Parliament the NDA specifically states: "There is hereby established a

department of the Govemment of Canada called the Department of National Defence over

which the Minister of National Defence appointed by commission under the Great Seal

shall preside,"58 While this seems very clear, Douglas Bland argues that confusion is

created by Part II, Section 4 ofthe Act which states that "the Canadian Forces are the

armed forces of Her Majesty raised by Canada and consist of one Service called the

Canadian Armed Forces."se However, the relationship between the CF and the DND is

not clearly speciflred in the text ofthe Act. The vagueness in the relationship has been left

to the day to day managers of the Department and this has led to much of the criticism

fiom critics such as Bland.6o

DND is also affected by other statutes in addition to the NDA. Like any other

department, DND is subject to many of the laws that guide all parts of Canadian society.

Ofprimary importance is the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms that guarantees a

set of primary rights for all Canadian citizens. DND is also responsible for following

guidelines set out in the Employment Equity Act, Access to Information Act, privacy Act,

and the Criminal Code, In addition, DND is responsible for carrying out the provisions of

several other acts of Parliament. These include the Emergency Preparedness Act, the

Emergencies Act, the Aeronautics Act, and the Fisheries Act. These acts contain specific

references to the CF, and give certain powers to the CF depending on the situation.

58Part l, section 3, NDA

sePart 2, Section 4, NDA.

609land,D. National Defence Headquartets: Cenfi.e for D¿¿rs¡o4 A RepoÉ to the Commission on the
Ðeplo¡,rnent of Canadian Forces to Somalia (Minister of Public Works: Ottawa, 1997) p. 47.
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Other acts are directed directly to the administration of govemment departments

and these include the Financial Administration Act which created Treasury Board. The

Treasury Board plays a large role in the DND as it is charged with the organization and

general administration of the Public Service, financial management including

disbursement of budget funds, and human resources management.6r While most of the

powers of Treasury Board are directly applicable to the civilian employees of the

Department, the financial powers ofTreasury Board are a very important consideration

for DND and the CF.

The Department is also subject to provisions of the Public Works and Govemment

Services Act, Federal Real Property Act, Canadian Environmental Assessment Act,

Auditor General Act, Public Service Employment Act, Public Service Staff Relations Act,

and the Official Languages Act. DND is also responsible for some parts ofseveral

intemational treaties that have been ratifìed by govemment and these include the United

Nations Charter, the North Atlantic Treaty (NATO), the North American Aerospace

Defence (NORAD) agreement, the Conventional Forces in Europe Treaty, and the

Geneva Convention.62

Overall, DND is tasked with protecting the social, economic, and environmental

structure of Canada, as well as defending its borders and protecting Canadian citizens.

According to the mission statement contained in Defence Planning Guidance 2001:,'The

ÓrCanada, Department ofNational Defence, Organization qnd Accountability: Guidancefor Members of
lhe Canadian Forces and Employees ofthe Depqrtment ofNationol Defence; second Edition. Annex B,
September 1999

62Ibid



mission of the Department of National Defence and the Canadian Forces is to defend

Canada and Canadian interests and values while contributing to intemational peace and

security."63 This mission statement is a simplification ofthe defence policy laid out by the

Govemment in thel994 Defence White Paper. In its inhoduction, the MND at the time,

David Collenette, states that Canada and the interests of Canadians are to be defended by

Canadians. He goes on to declare that the "primary obligation of the Department of

Defence and the Canadian Forces is to protect the country and its citizens from challenges

to their security."64

Shaping the Future of the Canadian Forces: A Strategt þr 2020 expands :upon

these missions.65 This document identifies the specific tasks that the Department is

expected to carry out.

- "provide strategic defence and security advice to the Government ofCanada;
- conduct surveillance and control ofCanada's tenitory, airspace and maritime areas of

jurisdiction;
- respond to requests from provincial authorities for Aid of the Civil Power;66
- participate in bilateral and multilateral operations with Canada's allies;
- assist Other Government Departments and other levqls ofgovemment in achieving national

goals;
- provide support to broad federal govemment programs; and
- provide emergency humanitarian relief."67

63Canada, Department ofNational Defence, Defence Planning Guidance 2001 p.2-2.

daCanada, Department ofNational Defence, 1994 Defence White Paper, p.2.

65This 
document is a departmental planning document that Iays out long term plans to link the guidance

from the Govemment to specific long range goals for the Department.

66

Italics from original. Aid to the Civil Power is described in NDA and is described in more detail later in
this chapter.

67Canada, Department ofNational Defence, Shaping the Ftture ofthe Canqdian Forces: A Strdtegy for
2020, p.2.
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Arguably, any task that the Department undertakes should fall within one ofthese

responsibilities that grow directly from its overall mission. One notices immediately that

any language mentioning the war-fighting tasks ofthe Canadian Forces is omitted in

favour of more businessJike language and description.

A Strategt þr 2020 also goes on to identifu the core values ofCanadians. These

are democracy and the rule of law, individual rights and freedom as indicated in the

Charter of Rights and Freedoms, the maintenance ofpeace, order and good govemment as

spelled out in the Constitution, and sustaining the economic well-being of Canadians.6s In

so doing, the Department essentially recognises the measure that society will use tojudge

the DND. This is also a recognition that society will frame decisions about the

Department by these values.

The Major Actors

The NDA is not only important as the legal foundation for the formation of the

Department, but it also serves to establish the legal basis of high ranking officials within

the Department, including the Minister of National Defence (MND). The most recent

organization chart ofDND is listed below in Chart 1.

68\b¡d



Chart 1 - DND Organization Chart6e

As stated above, the NDA describes the role of the Minister and states that "The

minister holds office during pleasure, has the management and direction ofthe Canadian

69Thìs organization chart is the most recent available from the Department. These do not reflect the
changes made in the Cabinet shuffle of l2 Dec 03or the elevation ofthe DCPA to Deputy Minister status.
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Fo¡ces and all matters relating to national defence."70 The words ,management and

direction' have very important limits placed upon them. The MND is responsible for all

matters of defence policy and management of the Department and the cF. The Minister is

not in command of the canadian Forces.Tr According to the act, the commander-in-chief

is the Govemo¡ General of Canada.

While the legal basis for the MND is found within the NDA, a very thorough

description ofthe responsibilities of the Minister can be found in Annex A, part II ofthe

Organization and Accountability; Guidance lor Members of the Canadian Forces and

Employees of the Department of National Defence. This document describes the

responsibilities of the Minister as being derived from "legislation and from govemment

policies and regulations."T2 The legal powers given to the Minister by the NDA are simply

a foundation for his day to day responsibilities. The Minister is also responsible to

Parliament for the administration of the Emergencies Act, the Emergency preparedness

Act, the Visiting Forces Act, the portions of the Aeronautics Act that relate to Defence,

the Canadian Forces Superannuation Act, the Gamishment Attachment and pension

Diversion Act. Through these acts the MND also acts as Minister for the National search

and Rescue Secretariat, and advances civil preparedness in Canada in order to deal with

ToPart I, Section 4, NDA

7lA chart showing the relationships behveen the lnajor actors in the DND is shown at Annex A.

72canada, Department ofNational Defence, Organization and Accountability: Guidonceþr Menbers of
lhe Canadian Forces and Employees ofthe Department ofNational Defence, Second Edition, (Ottawa,
1999), Part II.



all types ofemergency situations.Tr While these are the statutory responsibilities of the

Minister, the day to day management of the department is the job of the Deputy Minister

(DM) and the CDS.7a

As is shown in the Chart 1, the DM and the CDS share the level directly below the

Minister. The role of the DM is outlined in the NDA in Part I, Section 7 of the Act. The

DM is appointed by the Govemor-in-Council and can be replaced at anytime by the

govemment, 7s The responsibilities of the DM are not spelled out in the NDA and are

largely derived from the Financial Administration Act and the Interpretation Act.7ó The

majority of the responsibilities of the DM fall in the areas of policy formulation, monetary

oversight, coordination with other govemment department managers, and human

resources policy pertaining to the civilian employees of DND.Tt The DM also has some

power over the CF, but it is limited to areas involving procurement, defence properties,

civilian personnel or other issues that have large financial ramification. for the

department. The DM is responsible to the Minister for assistance in those areas that are

not expressly assigned to the ChiefofDefence Staff(CDS), and involve the administration

73lbid. 
Emergency Preparedness was removed Íìom the MND's portfolio on l2 Dec 03 as part ofthe new

Public Safety and Emergency Preparedness Canada. (www.psepc.gc.ca) This is not yet reflected in
documentation from DND or in the DND website. Clarification of the role of the new Ministry and its
relationship with DND will have to be outlined by the new govemment after the election of28 June 04.

laSavoie, 
Op Cir, p.248.

TsPart I, Section 7, NDA.

16Bland,D. National Defence Headquatters: Cenr'e for Decision, A Report to the Commission on the
Deployment of Canadian Forces to Somalia (Minister of Public Works: Otlawa, 1997) p.24.

?7Canada, Department ofNational Defence, Organization and Accountability: Guidanceþr Members of
the Canadian Forces and Employees o/the Depdrtnent ofNational Defence,Partl .
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ofregulations promulgated by TBS or other central agencies of govemment. The DM also

serves as the primary point ofcontact for the leading officials of the Central Agencies.Ts

Overall the DM's position in DND, as in other departments, is not well defined and often

depends upon the individual relationships between the Minister and the DM.7e

The position of the DM vvithin DND is unique within government due to the

presence of the CDS.80 While the DM is given sweeping powers by the Interpretation Act,

in practice and tradition within the Department, the DM only exercises legal power if "the

matter is in relation to procurement, defence property, civilian personnel or had serious

financial implications,"sr In addition while the DM does act as an assistant to the

Minister, the relationship does not mean a direct assignment as the "second in command,"

so to speak. The DM's role is complicated by the legal responsibilities assigned to the

CDS by the NDA,

The CDS is the head of the military component of the department and highest

ranking officer. The CDS is appointed in a manner similar to the DM by the Govemor-in-

Council on the advice of the Prime Minister. The role and responsibilities of the CDS are

established in Part II, Section 18(1) and Section 18(2)ofthe NDA. These sections state

that:

?9Savoie, Op Cit, p.278-27.9

TeBland National Defence Headquarters, p.24 -25

80ln particular, the DM must share power within the department with the CDS. This relationship is unique
among Federal Govenxnent depârhnents.

stBland National DeÍence Headquarters, p. 24 -26,



"18(l) The Govemor in council may appoint an officer to be the Chiefofthe Defence
Staff, Who shall hold such rank as the Govemor in Council may prescribe and who shall,
subject to the regulations and under the direction ofthe Minister, be charged with the
control and administration ofthe Canadian Fo¡ces.

l8(2)Unless the Covemor in council otherwise directs, all orders and instructions the
Canadian Forces that are required to give effect to the decisions and to carry out the
directions ofthe Govemment of Canada or the Minister shall be issued by or through the
Chief ofthe Defence Staff."82

The role of the CDS is further clarified within the Department also, by Organization and

Accountability. It states that the cDS is responsible for the administration and conhol of

military requirements, capabilities, and plaming for the CF.83 In other words, the CDS is

the primary source of advice on military questions to the Minister and the Govemment.sa

As the senior military officer in the CF, the CDS is the source of all commands

and orders within the cF. This provides the legal and constitutional basis for the chain of

command from the highest to the lowest levels of the CF. The CDS is responsible to the

govemment for ensuring that the CF is ready to carry out any tasks the govemment calls

upon it to carry out.85 The CDS is also called upon by the NDA to provide,,aid to the civil

power." This power is exercised when an Attorney General of a province or Territory ask

for help in stopping a disturbance of the peace or some other situation beyond the

82Part II, Section 18, NDA.

83canada, Organization and Accountability, Section 3.

84The 
most comprehensive review ofthe appointment of CDS, why it was created, role it was to perform

and the men who have held the post cân be found in Douglas Bland, Chiefs of Defence: Government and
the UniJìed Command of the Canadian Armed Forces (Brown Book Co.: Toronto, 1995)

ssCanada, Organization and Accountabili4,, section 3, and National Defence Act, part 6.
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capability of the province or territory to deal with.86 part 6, Section 277 of the NDA

states;

"Where a riot or disturbance occurs or is considered as likely to occur, the attomey
general ofthe province in which the place where the riot or distu¡bance occurs or is
considered as likely to occur is situated, on the initiative ofthe attomey general or on the
receipt ofnotification from ajudge ofa superior, county or dishict court having
jurisdiction in the place that the services ofthe canadian Forces are required in aid ofthe
civìl power, may, by requisition in writing addressed to the Chiefofthe Defence Staff,
require the Canadian Forces, or such part thereofas the Chiefofthe Defence Staffor
such officer as the Chiefofthe Defence Staff may designate considers necessary, to be
called out on service in aid ofthe civil power.',

The NDA specifically states the CDS is to deploy,,such part of the Canadian

Forces as he considers necessary."87 While there is no doubt that consultations with the

Minister would take place, the final decision legally remains in the hands of the CDS.

Finally, the CDS has responsibility for carrying out military operations in support of the

policies of the Government.ss

Below the Minister, DM, and CDS are a number of other high level managers that

head up major divisions of the DND. These positions are described as the ,Level One

Managerc"in Defence Plønning Guidance 2001 (DPG 200i). This DND document

provides "a framework for translating Government direction as established in the 1994

Defence white Paper into a capable and efflcient Defence services program that delivers

affordable, multi-purpose, combat-capable armed lorces for Canada.',8e This document is

86l.,lational 
Defence Act, Part 6. Section 277.

8'Ibid.

ggLlxrd, 
Nationat Defence Headquafters: Centre þr Decision p. 23.

seCanada, Department ofNational Defen ce, Defence Planning Guidance 2001 p. i.



the also most current description of the roles and responsibilities ofthe highest level

managers and leaders in the DND.e0 DPG 2001 outlines twenty separate Level One

Managers. These managers serve as the first step in the chain of command and are

assigned specific responsibilities for capabilities or planning within the DND and CF.

The level one managers report to the Minister, CDS, DM, or DM and CDS. As shown in

Chart l, they are the heads ofthe major internal groups or directorates, with military

managers reporting to the CDS and civilian managers reporting to the DM. Linking the

trvo is the Vice Chief of Defence Staff (VCDS), whose role will be expanded upon later.

Overall, these managers provide advice and expertise on their areas to the DM and CDS

largely on a basis ofcivilians to the DM and military personnel to the CDS. These level

one managers also have very extensive budgetary powers as they are "provided an

operating budget to generate, support or maintain the forces required for operations."el

This indicates that these managers have a great deal to say as to how their budgets are

allocated.

The civilian portion of the Department under the DM is made up of a number of

Assistant Deputy Ministers (ADM) and their offices. The ADMs are career civil servants

and deal mostly with the allocation ofresources and budgets to the department. These

civil servants are not entitled to command military operations. One of the most important

of these is the Assistant Deputy Minster Policy (ADM (POL)). The ADM (POL) Group is

the primary source ofpolicy advice to the Department and is responsible for advice and

90As pointed out earlier, the changes to DND after l2 Dec 03 are not yet reflected in this document or in
any DND published document.

etrbid. p.3-t,4-l
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support in the formulation ofdefence policy, department dealings with Cabinet and

Parliament, intemational defence relations, advice on managing issues bearing on

national unity and relations with provincial governments, coordination with Foreign

Affairs and the Privy Council, and assistance in creating a national pool ofexpertise and

interest in defence and national security issues.e2 The ADM (pOL) plays a vital role in the

development ofCanadian defence policy. The ADM (POL) Group coordinates the ideas

and plans of the entire department and collates this information into policy options for the

govemment, the Minister, the DM, and CDS.

Another powerful position is the ADM for Financial and Corporate Services,

ADM (FIN CS), which is responsible for the financial management of the department.

This position ensures that the department follows all legislation and directives with regard

to funding allocation, procurement, and provides advice on budget and spending

priorities.e3

Also supporting the DM and the CDS are Assistant Deputy Ministers for

Information Management (IM), Human Resources for the Military (HR MIL) and for

Civilian employees (HR CIV), Infrastructure and Environment (lE), Science and

Technology (S&T),and Materiel (MAT). Each of these ADM positions have a set of

responsibilities for coordinating the various functions ofthese offices in support ofthe

DM and the CDS.

ezCanada, 
Defence Planning Guidance 2001 p.3-36.

e3lbid, p. 3-34



The Vice-Chief of the Defence Staff (VCDS) is the second-in-command of the

Canadian Forces. The VCDS has several roles to play and primary among them is to act

as the CDS when the he/she is absent,ea as spelled out in the NDA. The VCDS is the

Chief of Staff for NDHQ, and plays a very important coordination role in the

headquarters as a bridge between the civilian component and the CF, and is first among

equals as the coordinator of the military and civilian parts of NDHQ. On top of this very

important coordination responsibility, the VCDS is the senior resource manager at

NDHQ.

The primary CF function of the VCDS is Strategic Planning, led by the Director

General Skategic Plans (DGSP). While the ADM (POL), ensures the department is

meeting cunent governmental defence objectives and recommends future policy options

the Vice Chief of Defence Staff, with his strategic miliary planners, "develops and

oversees the Department's strategic management and planning process and generates

planning options and guidance to meet overall defence objectives."e5 Strategic Planning

in the VCDS office is largely conducted by CF offìcers who are looking at developing

operational plans and guidelines and often comes into conflict with the activities ofthe

bureaucracy within the ADM (POL) group that concentratss on government policy and

direction.

eaNational 
Defence Act Part 2, Sections I 8.1 and 18.2

gsCanada, 
Department of National Defence, Defence Planning Guidance 200 t, p.3-38. The role of the

VCDS is developing into the main coordinating cellwithin the DND. The VCDS group also includes for
the CF Provost Marshal, Director General Strategic Planning, CD Strategic Change and ChiefofReserve
and Cadets. In addition, VCDS group may gain responsibility for CF Headquarters, Northem Region,
depending on the decision of Armed Forces Council in May 04.
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Also below the CDS is the Deputy Chief of Defence Staff (DCDS), which is also

a military position. The DCDS exercises command and control of CF formations and

units deployed on operations on behalfofthe CDS. The gathering and distribution ofall

kinds ofoperational and strategic intelligence is also the responsibility of the DCDS. The

DCDS is required to "plan, direct and support the conduct of Departmental and CF

operations and to generate specified globally deployable national command and control

and specialist forces."e6 Simply stated, the DCDS is the focal point for the operational

planning processes, is effectively responsible for all non routine taskings canied out by

the CF and above all else, the DCDS is the highest operational commander within the CF.

The other Military level one managers are the respective environmental or

elemental Chief of Staffs: the Chief of Maritime Staff (CMS); the Chief of Land Sraff

(CLS); and the Chief of Air Staff (CAS). Combined, they are all responsible for the

generation and maintenance of "combat-capable, multi-purpose" sea, land, and air forces

to "meet Canada's defence tasks." They are to also to provide specific advice on the

elemental matters conceming national security, defence and the CF.e7 The elemental

Chiefs ofStaffare also assigned as commanders to any forces that may be assigned to

them on behalf of the CDS.

e6Canada, Department ofNational Defe nce, Defence Planning Gtddance 200 t , p.3-13

e7 tbid, p 3-s,3-l -r-t.



Outside Influences on DNI)

DND, like any Departrnent, does not operate in a vacuum. External influences

include the relationship that the Department has with the cabinet and the prime Minster.

In addition to these political relationships, there is the relationship between the

Department and the central Agencies of Govemment such as Treasury Board secretariat

(TBS) and the Privy Council Office (PCO).

The Minister and DND are constrained by the fact the Department must represent

the govemment and must follow the decisions of cabinet and general directives ofthe

Prime Minister. This situation leaves the Minister with the task of ensuring that military

and defence policy falls within the guidelines set out by the cabinet, and remains

consistent with overall govemment policy, largely set down in the cunent case in the

1994 White Paper. This task can be one ofthe most challenging requirements ofa

Minister. Beyond the administrative functions as MND, the Minister also has

responsibilities that come from the role of a Minister of Cabinet.

It is also the responsibility of the MND to act as the primary spokesperson for

defence issues in Canada. "It is the Minister's responsibility to explain and to gamer

support for defence priorities, positions, and policies and indeed for the activities ofthe

Canadian Forces, for which he or she is responsible under law."e8 Any official

announcement or communication that originates from within the Department is

promulgated on behalf of the Defence Minister. This is directly related to the t¡adition of

ministerial responsibility in the Canadian parliamentary system,

esSavoie, 
Op Cit. p.318 -319,



Ministers of Cabinet are also responsible for developing and communicating

policy for the canadian government. This is one of the most important responsibilities of

a MND and can be the most difficult. Not only must the policies promulgated by the

Minister fit with overall govemment direction, but they must also take into account the

cunent strategic situation in the world, the perceived defence requirements for canada,

and arguably the most important factor to most governments, cost. These policies are

released to the public through speeches, announcements, statements in euestion period,

or more formally, can be expressed in a govemment White paper.ee

These responsibilities would lead one to think that the Minister is a very powerful

figure in the Canadian cabinet. This is not the case however. The office ofthe MND is

not a prestigious cabinet appointment and the Minister is not traditionally one ofthe

central decision makers in the cabinet. The Minister often has a very difficult time in

establishing defence policy as an important issue. Defence discussions in cabinet are most

often either a reaction to unexpected situations or controversy.r.' serious discussion often

revolves around how to ensure military issues do not become controversial and damaging

to the govemment. However, even with these limits on the influence of the Minister

outside of the department, the Minister can wield a great deal of power inside the

department and can have a dramatic effect upon the conduct ofdefence policy in canada.

This was shown by the actions of Paul Hellyer during his time as Minister. By

eeSavoie, 
Op Cit. p.318 -319.

f 00D. W. Middlemiss and J. J. Sokolsþ, Canødian Defence: Decisions and Deterninants (Harcor,rt,
Brace, Hovanovich Canada Inc: Toronto, 1989) p. 64 - 65.
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approaching the Department with a plan and the determination to carry it out, the MND

has the ability to dramatically affect the Department and how it makes decisions.

The problems facing CF and DND have not always been intemal per se. In the

ministerial system, all decisions made by the department are made on behalf of the

Minister. This traditionally means that the Minister is responsible for everything said by

members of the department. As a result of this, if the department deviates from

govemment policy, or is critical ofthe minister, this theoretically requires the resignation

of the Minister. This is particularly disastrous if the resignation of the Minister results in

the fall ofthe govemment.r0r In addition to the pressure brought on the department by the

Minister, the Prime Minister also has a role to play in defence discussions.

While ministerial responsibility does help in providing a shield behind which civil

servants can remain largely bipartisan and anonymous, it is also harmful in that it

provides a shield for the organization to try to solve problems internally and attempt to

limit public knowledge of problems or incidents within the department.r02 Civil servants

would argue that they must let the Minister release information to the outside world as it

is the Minister's responsibility to take the blame or credit.

The Prime Minister has also created problems for the Department. His offìce has

often made significant changes in defence policy without direct consolation with DND.

This creates a sense ofbeing blind sided and has led to difficulties in the implementation

¡0rSchafer, 4., The Buck Stops Here: Refleclions on Moral Responsibiliry, Demouatic Accountability and
Military ltalues, A Study prepared for the Commission of Inquiry into the Deplo)ment of Canadian Forces
to Somalia, (Minister of Public Works and Covemment Services Canada: Ottawa, 1997) p. 24-25 T)tjs
tradition, Iargely inherited from Britain, is recognised in Canada, but to a lesser extent.

lo2Ibid, p 26,22
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of these "surprises." An example is the reaction of the department to a statement by prime

Minster Trudeau, declaring that Canadian defence policy was to be changed to better

reflect more canadian ideas and priorities. The change was to include an examination of

the canadian level of commitment to NATO and an examination of the relations with the

united states in order to "have the activities within canada which are essential to North

American defence performed by the canadian Forces." This statement caused a great deal

of confusion as the Department largely saw the commitments to NATO and NORAD as

the foundation of Canadian defence policy.r03 It also implied that the Govemment had

concems about the degree to which the Department was following govemment direction

and producing an effective response. This concem was in fact, also evident in the

defiance that Minister MacDonald perceived from several senior officers questioning the

1971 White Paper;roa a major factor in the reforms that were to follow, as discussed

below.

Donald Savoie argues that the Prime Ministers that followed Trudeau have carried

on with the practice of"governing by bolts ofelectricity." He argues that it is far simpler

for the Prime Minister to declare policy as a "fait accompli"r05 rather than risk having the

to3Bland, Canada's National Deþnce:

toalbid

rossavoie, 
Op Cit. p.318 -319.

Volnne 2, Defence Ot ganizat¡on, p. 160.



department or cabinet make changes to policy that the PM wants enacted. This method of

policy enactment, however has often caught even the minister responsible without

waming.lo6

In addition to the impact of the Cabinet and the PM on the Department, other

govemment agencies have a large impact upon the DND. It is very important that all

departments, including DND, have a good working relationship with the central agencies

of the govemment. They set govemment wide policies that affect all. No department can

function independently ofthe central bureaucracy as policies controlling civilian

employees, accounting practices, and procurement all originate from central government

agencies. This is particularly apparent in DND dealings with the Department of Extemal

Affairs and the Treasury Board Secretariat (TBS). r07

Donald Savoie has written extensively on the increase in influence and power of

the central agencies of govemment. He describes the central agencies as playing a vital

role in the mechanisms of govemment. In particular they exist in "the grey zone in

government that links politicians to the bureaucracy."ros He also states that "central

agencies usually have a hand directly in all key policy decisions and play a crucial role in

budget making. Indeed, it is to them the head of govemment should tum for help in

l065ome ofthe more recent examples ofthis include the purchase ofthe new Challenger VIP businessjets
for the CF 3l Mar 03. This was done against the advice ofthe CF and when the decision was made there
was little or no notice to the depafment that the govemment was going ahead with the purchase. Another
example includes the premâture shutting down ofthe Commission of Inquiry in to Somalia.

t0tMRc, p. 188, Bland, The Adninistration, p.23-24

t08

Savoie, Donald J. Governingf'om the Centre: The Concentration of Power in Canadian politics,
(Universip ofToronto Press, Toronto: 1999) p 4.
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articulating broad policy direction or an overarching strategy for govemment. Central

agencies are also involved in many administrative issues - in formulating personnel and

procurement policies, and in establishing financial management practices."r0e These

central agencies are different from line departments that are formed around specific

policies or functions. Instead, the central agencies exist to support all areas of govemment

and serve as coordinators ofpolicy across all govemment policies and departments.rl0

They are the conductors of the government that ensure that all departments are more or

less "singing the same tune."

PCO has a tuandate that includes support for the Prime Minister, Cabinet,

individual ministers, Parliament, other central agencies, line departments and even the

media. PCO is headed by the Clerk ofthe Privy Council Off,rce, who is also the Secretary

to the Cabinet and the most senior civil servant.rrr The purview ofPCO is very wide as it

has a great deal ofinfluence on the Govemment agenda. In addition, PCO plays a

significant role in ensuring that government policy is reflected by the various parts of the

Govemment. Savoie argues that "it is hard to overstate the importance of the office to the

govemment's policy and decision-making processes,"rr2 More specifically, PCO "briefs

the Prime Minister on any issue it wishes, controls the flow of papers to Cabinet, reports

back to departments on the decisions taken, or not taken, by Cabinet, reports back to the

roesavoie, op Cit, p.5

lloThomas, 
Paul, "Cenhal Agencies: Making a Mesh ofThings" in Bickerton, J.p. and Gagnon,4.,

Canadian Politics, (Broadview Press, Peterborough: 1994) p.289.

frrsavoie, op Cit, p 109

ttzlbid.
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departments on the selection of deputy ministers and briefs chairs of Cabinet

committees(with the exception ofthe TBS), supports the operation ofthe cabinet and

cabinet committees, advises the Prime Minister on federal-provincial relations and on all

issues of govemment organization and ministerial mandates, and prepares summaries of

strategic memoranda,"r13 These activities give pco a great deal ofinfluence over the line

departments. PCo has a great deal ofinfluence on how departments and their proposals

are represented to Cabinet and has a tendency to ,,micro manage,, major projects.Ia

without the support of PCo, it is almost impossible for any line department to enact new

policies.

In addition to PCO, the Prime Minister's Office (pMO) plays an important role in

the coordination of govemment policy. Thomas describes the pMO as a,,partisan,

politically-orientated body,"rrs and is "staffed largely by political friends of the goveming

party and confidants to the Prime Minister.""6 The pMo is largely tasked as serving as a

link between the caucus, the parry, interest groups and other groups ofinterest to the

Prime Minister.

The Department ofFinance is another central agency that has a large influence

upon line departments. "The Minister and the Department of Finance cover the entire

rr3savoie, 
Op Cit, p. 109

ttarbid, p.282-283.

ffsThomas, 
Op Cit. 1994 p.299

lt6Ibìd.
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range ofgovernment activity. In short they are the guardians ofthe public purse.,'rr7

without the support from the Minister of Finance and the Department, all goverrunent

departments will have a difficult time maintaining their cunent budget let alone receive

increased funding for new programs. while superficially appearing similar to a line

department, the functions of the Department of Finance are aimed at coordinating

govemment policy between the departments and it does not provide direct services to

Canadian citizens.

closely related to the financial and monetary roles ofthe Finance Department, the

Treasury Board secretariat (TBS) has three main divisions and roles. The first is to

supervise department expenditure allocations. Secondly, TBS is charged with human

resources issues within the civil service. This includes collective bargaining, job

classifications and other human resources policy including requirements for bilingualism

and employment equity. Finally, the TBS is charged with improving adminishative

efficiency for the govemment,rrs and ensuring that the pubic service carries out the task

assigned to it in as efficient and effective manner as possible.

By looking at the roles ofthe central agencies it is readily apparent that their

power over policy formulation and implementation is considerable. Without the

cooperation of the central agencies line departments would find it almost impossible to

propose new policy and have it accepted, have the resources to pay for programs, or even

have proper staff with which to administer and carry out their mandates. The relationship

frTsavoie, op Cit, p 156

"8Tholnur, Op Cit,lgg4 p.301



between the departments and the central agencies can be strained and even adversarial in

nature.rre In particular, DND has to take into consideration what the position ofthe

central agencies is before beginning the process ofproposing policy through the central

agencies to cabinet. r20

The influence ofthe central agencies upon DND cannot be understated. It affects

every area ofdefence administration and regulations emanating from tkee agencies have

forced the military to take on many business management regulations designed for the

civil service as a whole. In particular, the imposition ofthese practices have forced even

mid-level managers within the Department to adjust to civilian budgeting and planning

processes. It has become obvious to the captains and Majors in the cF, who are looking

to advance, that these management skills must take precedence over related military

skills, which are generally defined as leadership. This is made particularly clear to

officers that work within the "civilian" side of the organization under the DM. This has

directly led to the arguments that management has taken precedence over leadership. The

structure of the headquarters does not have as large ofan effect as the imposition of

business management rules by the central Agencies ofthe canadian Government on all

aspects of the administration of DND.

rfesavoie, 
Op Cit, p 2gl

120

P Kenis and V. Schneider 'Policy Networks and Policy Analysis: Scrutinizing a New Anallical Toolbox'
in Policy Networks: Enpirical Evidence and Theoretícql Considerqtions, ed. B. Marin and R. Ma¡,ntz
(Boulder: Westview Press, l99l) p. 39, and W. D. Coleman and G. Skogstad, ,,lnhoduction" in pàlicy
communities and Public Policy in canada: A sn'uctural Approqch, ed. w. D. coleman and G. skogstad,
(Mississauga: Copp Clark Pitman Ltd. 1990
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Chapter 3

The Quest for Efficiency

As stated in the introduction, the critics of NDHQ point as civilianization be

largely due to the structure ofNDHQ. This chapter explores the evolution ofthe

administration ofthe Canadian military as the civilian leaders of the country sought to

ensure adequate civilian control of the military while ensuring that resources allocated to

defence were utilized in as efficient a manner a possible. As noted earlier, Huntington

states that in order to ensure that civilian control is maintained, the officer must be as

professional as possible in order to maintain their distance from politics and to ensure a

highly trained military ready to carry out the wishes ofthe legitimate civilian authority.r2t

This chapter examines how this relationship and the structure of it has evolved in Canada.

The structure of DND changed significantly after the end of WWII. After the war,

the Department was headed by the Chiefs of Staff Committee, which grew out of the pre-

war Joint Staff Committee, that did not include the Chief of Staff of the Royal Canadian

Air Force (RCAF). After the establishment of the RCAF as a distinct entity, each service

was separate and each ofth¡ee Chiefs of Staff, Army, Navy, and Air Force, had direct

access to the MND.r22 The Chiefs of Staff Committee served as the forum where the

three services were expected to develop common policy and coordinate actions. At this

time there was no head of this committee, even though the Army Chief of the General

r2rH*tington, op. Cit. p. 84 -86.

f 22Bland, D., The Adminish'ation of Defence Poticy in Canada I945 to,1985,(Ronald p. Frye & Co.
Kingston: 1987) p. 15.
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Staff was considered the senior member of the Committee. It was not until 1951, that a

Chairman of the Chiefs of Staff Committee (CCSC) was appointed as the Senior member

of the Committee, and tasked to coordinate the actions of the committee. r23

ln 1946, Brooke Claxton was appointed MND. This appointment replaced a

system of one Minister and two junior Ministers, used during WWII: the latter

responsible for the Air Force and Navy, At the time, the senior minister retained

responsibility for the Department as a whole, overall policy formulation, and the Army.

At the end of the war this was changed to a senior minister and an associate minister who

was then replaced by a single minister in 1946. t24

In 1947 Claxton established the three roles for the Canadian Military. These were;

1. To defend Canada against aggression;
2. To assist the civil power in maintaining law and order within the country;
3. To carry out any undertaking which by our own voluntary act we may assume in co-
operation with friendly nations or under any effective plan of collective action under the
tJnited Nations 125

With these roles in mind, Claxton wanted to ensure that there was sufficient resources to

support the military, with the expectation that military spending would retum to prewar

spending levels, with demobilization resulting in significant expenditure reductions.r26 As

a result, discussions were held regarding the possibility of integrating some portions of

the three services. These discussions built upon the first legislative attempt at unification

r23Kronenberg, 
Y., Atl Together Now: The Orgqnization ofthe Departnrcnt ofNational Defence in Canada

1964-1972, Wellesley Paper 3/1973, Canadian Institute of lntemational Affairs. p.l0- l l.

t2arbid, p.rL-12.

t2'Bland, Canada's National Defence: Vohtme I Defence Policy,p.3.

t26 ., . ,
I DIA.
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taken in 1939. At that time, a bill was drafted to end the three separate services and create

a unified armed forces. However, with the outb¡eak of war in September of 1939, the

legislation was never introduced in Parliament. It was felt that time was not right to

introduce major changes to the structure of the military.r27

The discussions around unification produced opposition within the military. In

fact, several issues were raised by those opposed to unification. The first of which was the

changing nature ofthe relationship between Canada and the United States.r2s It was felt

that during the immediate post WWII period, coordination of defence with the US would

be very difficult if it was undertaken at the same time as massive organizational changes

to the structure ofthe military within Canada. Further arguments against unification

included the differences between seemingly similar services such as medicine, cooking,

and photography from all ofthe Service Chiefs. In the face ofheavy opposition Claxton

abandoned the drive for unifìcation. In 1946 he then turned to the integration ofsupport

services as a resource saving measure.l2e

Defence managers were still seeking to save as much of the capability of the

military as possible while reducing the budget. To further this goal, the integration of

support services was carried out in a series of small steps from 1947 to 1951. These

included the integration of medical, dental, and legal services. In addition, the Royal

r2TKronenberg, 
Y , op. Cit p. ll-12

t28lbid. p. 12. This relationship was growing steadily closer as both sides ofthe border looked for ways to
expand upon the Ogdensburg Agreement and the establishment ofNATO and NORAD.

tze\b¡d.
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Military College and Royal Roads Military College were linked so that members of any

service could attend either institution.r30

At this time, there was a very small number of civil servants in the Department,

Although the Deputy Minister possessed a staff, they played almost no role in policy

formulation. They were largely limited to bookkeeping. Almost all policy formulation

came from the Services or the Chiefs of Staff Committee.r3r

The 1952 Royal Commission on Govemment Organization, known as the Glassco

Commission, examined the entire administration of govemment and departments.r32 In so

doing, the commissioners specifically looked at the DND and released a separate study as

a'Special Area of Administration' in Part 4 of the Report. The object of the report was

"not to examine Canadian defence policy, but to appraise the role of the Department of

National Defence in the formulation and application ofpolicy and the suitability of its

present organization in these roles. Attention was therefore focussed on the headquarters

organization and on the broad aspects of administration."r33

The Glassco Report produced several important recommendations. The first

concemed the powers of the Chairman, Chiefs of Staff Committee (CCSC). It

recommended that a provision be made for the exercise by the CCSC ofthe power of

t3o rbid, p. 13.

t3t lbid. p. r4-ts

l32This report is commonly known as the G lassco Reporr after L G. Glassco, one ofthe drafters ofthe
report.

r33canada, 
The Royal Commission on Govemment Organiz ation, Ilolune 4 Special Areas of

Administration (Q\een's Printer: Offawa, 1960), p. 64.
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direction over the Armed Forces, within such limits as the Minister might define. In

addition, the ccSC should be given control and administration of such elements common

to two or more services as the Minister designated. In recognition of the change of status

implicit in these proposals, the title of the chairman chiefs of staff was also to be altered

to chief of canadian Defence staffs." (ccDs)rra The report also recommended that the

Deputy Minister "be given greater responsibility for keeping under review the

organization and administrative methods of the canadian defence establishment, and

assisting and advising the Minister in the discharge of his responsibility for the control

and management of the Armed Forces."r35

The Report also produced several options related to integration and unification. In

this context, integration meant the amalgamation of units or functions of the cF while

maintaining separate services (RCN, RCAF, canadian Army) and unification concemed

the elimination ofthe services as separate organizations, with all forces being organized

into separate, but joint, commands. While the Report did not make any concrete

recommendations towards unification, it did state that there were ,,strong reasons for

seeking a greater integration ofthose functions common to the three Services.,,r36 In

addition to the recommendations that the role and responsibilities ofthe DM be

expanded, the report also suggested that the levels ofcoordination between cFHe and

the DM be increased and comprehensive changes in allocations of military and civilian

t3o lbid. p.74.

t35,, , ,
rDta. p, t t.

f36Canada, 
The Royal Commission on Covemment Organiza tion,I/olume 4 Special Areas of

Administration (Q\een's Printe¡: Ottawa, 1960) p. 69



staff within the Department. In the end, the Report would provide the future Defence

Minister, Paul Hellyer, with the ammunition required to attempt a massive reorganization

of the Canadian military in 1964,

Notwithstanding Glassco, the real motive to reorganize the Deparfment was

largely supplied by incidents sunounding the cuban Missile crisis of 1962.'37 The crisis

led the govemment and others to realize that there was a serious problem within the

Department in its relationship with the govemment. While the Canadian military

responded in a manner that supported its core ally, the situation sunounding its actions

and the wishes of the canadian Govemment was recognised as a crisis in civil-military

relations. In essence, the canadian military and the Minister took actions that the prime

Minister was neither prepared for, nor expecting the military to do.

The crisis was primarily due to the difference between how the Canadian military,

including the Minister ofthe day, saw itselfin situations involving bilateral operations

with the us and how the goverrrnent saw its responsibilities in times ofcrisis. The core

of Canadian defence policy was the commitments to NATO and NORAD, under which

canadian units were relied upon by both alliances to be part of a unified command during

time of emergency. In addition, canadian units were assigned to commands that were,

more often than not, commanded by Americans. The problem arose when this reality was

not fully understood by the canadian government. Prime Minister Diefenbaker believed

that there was to be direct consultation among the allies of NATO and between the

l37The 
Cuban missile crisis happened in the fall of 1962 as the United States discovered that the Soviet

Union had been secretly deploying medium range ballistic missiles to the island ofCuba. This resulted in
arguably the most dangerous time during the Cold War as United States, British and Canadian naval and air
units took part in a blockade ofCuba in order to force the USSR to withdraw their weapons.
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United States and Canada within the terms of reference of NORAD before any forces

were to be used in operations. In both cases, the Americans saw notification ofaction as

the largest part of consultation.r3s In effect, there was a significant difference ofopinion

between the United States and Canada on the meaning and practice ofconsultation.

Within the military, however, there were no such differences. According to

Haydon, "the structure forjoint continental defence was a highly efficient, well

coordinated organization dedicated to countering a well defined Soviet threat to North

America."r3e The lack of recognition within the military that there was a problem was

further compounded by the decision that Defence Minister Harkness was forced to make

in order to ensure that Canada was keeping its defence commitments with the United

states. In particular, Harkness increased the readiness levels ofthe Armed Forces after the

Prime Minister hesitated in making the decision to support the United States.rao

Several factors contributed to the crisis. Hayden argues that the problem with

civil-military relations was essentially due to political apathy towards the everyday

activities ofthe canadian military in its relationship with the allies and the united states,

and the military assumption that this apathy was consent for their activities. Also, the

unclear nature of the civil/military relationship in combination with the crisis that faced

the united states and canada led to a very disjointed canadian response. while the prime

Minister was largely worried about the political images around consultation, the Defence

r3sHaydon, P., The 1962 Cuban Missile Cris¡s: Canadian Involvement Reconsidered. p.202.

r39,, . ,tnla

raos.ith, D. iîogo, Toty: the Life and Legend ofJohn G. Diefenbaker, (Macfarlane Walter & Ross,
Toronto: 1995) p. 458.



Minister and the military went forward with canadian military commitments alongside

the us Navy and Air Force in operations during the crisis.rar The actions of the military

were in accordance with their interpretation ofthe agreements that had been made with

the united states, and had been developed by the close relationship that had developed

between the militaries on both sides ofthe border. The integrated nature ofthe commands

led to the condition where the military was taking steps that the govern_ment \rr'as not yet

ready to make. Thus the military was, consciously or not, wielding power that was in the

purview ofthe legitimate civilian authority, thus constituting a breakdown ofcivilian

control of the military as defined by Huntington.

The cuban Missile crisis also reveared another problem within the canadian

military. Inte¡-service rivalry was further compounded by a serious disconnect between

the services and national headquarters, The ccsc had very little power to carry out the

coordination role that the position was created for. He was further weakened by the

access that each of the service chiefs had to the Minister when dealing with service

unique operational issues.ra2 This access also seriously compromised the ability of the

Minister to present a comprehensive or complete picture to cabinet and govemment.

compounding this problem was that operational level commanders possessed a

great deal of autonomy from their service chiefs and worked in very close step with their

American counterparts in an environment far away from the political centre in ottawa.

This anangement resulted in the lack of a single commitment by all elements of the

rarHaydor¡ 
Op Cit., p.203-204, Smìth, Op Cit. p.458 - 459.

ra2Haydon, 
Op Cit. p.89-90
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Department, which played a large role in denying it an effective voice inside ofthe

government. This also played a role in sowing the distrust that the prime Minister

developed for the senior military officers ofthe day.ra3

Subsequently, the combination of govemment apathy, Department assumptions

drawn from this apathy, inter-service infighting, and lack oftrust in senior military

officers by the Prime Minister robbed the military of effective representation within the

government and severely diminished the amount of faith that the govemment had in any

advice coming from the department. While the coordination of actual plaruring and

operations between operational level commands of the united States and canada were

highly effective and efficient, the cF operated without effective political guidance from

Ottawa.

The situation between the military and the govemment was a major contributor to

the collapse of the Diefenbaker government in 1963.'aa This led in part to the defeat ofthe

Conservatives in the General election ofthat year and the election of a Liberal

Govemment seeking to ensure that these problems did not result in the collapse oftheir

new government. They wanted to re-establish firm civilian control of the military and

more firmly entrench the existence of a single legitimate civil authority over the military.

This is vital in order to maintain the professional nature ofthe military and further

shengthen the civilian control of the military.ra5

143 Ibid. p. zro.

'aasmith, D. Op Cit, p.457 Smith argues that the Missile Crisis led directly to the cabinet confiontarion
between Diefenbaker and Harkness ove¡ nuclear warheads .çvhich resulted in the defeat ofDiefenbaker.

fasHuntington, Op. Cit. p.35.
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Unification to NDHQ

Paul Hellyer, appointed MND in 1963, began the next set of major reforms.ra6

over the next few years he was to enact the most far reaching restructuring or reforms to

the Department and the cF. Armed with the recommendations of the Glassco Report and

motivated by the events surrounding the cuban Missile crisis, Hellyer was prepared to

make massive changes within his portfolio.raT

The Minister was also convinced that it was not possible to maintain the level of

intemational commitment without increasing the defence budget substantially. As the

option of dramatic increases in defence spending was not likely to get though cabinet,

Hellyer was forced to look for other areas where savings could be realized in order to

maintain the level of canadian military commitments. To Hellyer, the unification of the

th¡ee services would be the answer.r4s In effect, a primary reason for unification was

fiscal.

The unihcation ofthe three services would free up resources by eliminating

overlap among them. For example, it would be cheaper to have only one supply system

instead ofthree. Maintenance, administration, communications, and other areas could be

streamlined to support a larger organization while taking up a smaller portion ofavailable

resources. Efficiency would also result as the competition between the services would be

laóHe 
had been Associate Minister ofDefence for a couple months in 1957 so he was somewhat familiar

wìth the porlfolio.

raTsmith, D. op cit, p. 457.

'ntH"lly"., op. cit., p.l I I - I 12, Bland, 'rntroduction to the Helryer Reforms' rnBland, canadø's National
Defence Vol 2, p.94
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eliminated and procurement could concentrate on what was needed for the cF as a whole,

and not on the basis ofprocurement rotations negotiated by the services. procurement

would no longer be based upon which service was perceived to be next in line to receive

new equipment.rae The net result supposedly would be a more effective and better

equipped armed forces for the country.

Armed with Glassco, and with the Missile crisis and the drive to maximise

resources the Hellyer reforms went forward. These took place over several years but can

be broken down into two major components; Bill 243 in 1966, and the organizational

changes that led to the creation of NDHQ in 1972. Bill243 merged the three separate

services (RCN,RCAF, and the canadian Army) into a single service called the canadian

Armed Forces. The amended NDA thus read; "the canadian Forces are the armed forces

ofHer Majesty raised by canada and consist ofone service called the canadian Armed

Forces."rs0 The bill also described how the new Canadian Armed Forces were to be

organized at the administrative and individual command levels.rst

Bill243 also introduced rhe position ofthe Chiefofthe Defence Staff (CDS) ro

reform the organisational structure at the highest levels ofthe armed forces as well.

raeH"lly"r, 
Op. Cit. p. lll-Il2

lsoNational 
Defence Act (R.s. 1985, c. N-5) Part 2, Para l4,l believe this statement to be the source of

confusion between the use 'canadian Forces' or the cF versus the use ofcanadian Armed Forces, Ifone
looks at the wording ofthe Act, one could think ofthese terms as interchangeable. However, the most
common use within the Department is canadian Forces or cF. I have not identified when or where a
decision on this common usage was made or promulgated.

l5lThere 
was a great deal ofdebate sunounding the actions ofthe govemment towards unification.

Hellyer's responses to the criticisms he faced a¡e su¡nmarized by a speech to Parliament on Z December
1966. The text ofthis address is reprinted in Paul Hellyer, ,Address on the Canadian Forces
Reorganisation Act: 7 December 1966'in Bland, canada's Narional Defence vol2, (school ofpolicy
Studies, Kingston: 1998).
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Hellyer had become quite frustrated with what he perceived as inefficiencies at the

highest levels, He perceived that the various seryices were in constant competition for

resources and that the chiefs ofstafffor the various services were locked in a constant

competition for resources. In addition, with no single head of the military, he found it

very difficult to get a consensus from the Chiefs of Staff Committee on almost any

issue.r52 The position of theCDS was created to address these difficulties.

The CDS would combine the roles of the CCSC and the roles of the Chiefs of

staff for the three separate services. This new role was said to be more in line with

reporting to a single minister and resulted in "military command and management,' that

was properly confìgured to handle a unified armed force.rs3 Unification and the new

office of the cDS would result in a management of the canadian military that was more

efficient and better equipped to make decisions that were best fo¡ the armed forces as a

whole.

Command changes were also to go beyond simply the creation of the position of

cDS. Hellyer introduced a single command system for the newly established canadian

Armed Forces. unification eliminated the separate services and replaced them with a

system made up ofvarious task specific or functional commands, including task based

commands which he felt would result in a more diversified and flexible workforce within

the Armed Forces as a whole.r5a In so doing, this was to allow for more variable missions

l52Canada, DND, 'White Paper on Defence:
(School of Policy Studies, Kingston: 1997),

rs3Hellyer, 
Op. Cit. p 116

'tnH"lly"., Op. Cit. p. 132

1964'reprinted in Bland, Canada's National Defence lto! I,
p.90-94.
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to be undertaken and result in a more flexible and useful military for the country. These

included Mobile Command (Army), Air Defence Command (Air Force), Maritime

Command (Navy), Air Transport Command(Air Force), Training Command, and

Material Command. It also established separate commands for the Air Division

committed to NATO, and the Brigade Group deployed in Europe. These commands were

not specifically Air Force, Army, or Navy. Above all else, the new commands were to

encompass all ofthe resources necessary to carry out their assigned tasks, regardless of

service.

Hellyer felt that a unified Canadian Armed Forces would be better able to handle

new operations that required forces from all th¡ee services: joint operâtions. All three

services would have to cooperate in order to accomplish the new missions that \¡r'ere

becoming apparent at that time.rs5 A single organization would eliminate many problems

with the coordination of three different services within a single mission. By having only

one service, Hellyer argued that many ofthe problems of conducting joint operations

would disappear because all elements would be members of the same organization.rs6

The Hellyer reforms also expanded the authority of the civilian component. He

essentially created a Department made up of two distinct organizations; the Canadian

Armed Forces headed up by the CDS; and a civilian organization headed by the DM. The

task ofthe civilian organization was to act as a check and balance on the advice coming

lssFor 
example, it was becoming apparent that air, army, and naval units were having to work closely

together on the same battlefield, It is much easier to communicate and coordinate efforts within a single
command shÏchre, rather than having three separate command structures on a battleÍleld at the same time.

'tuH"lly"r, Op. Cit. p. lll-112,



from the military to the Minister by providing another source of advice. The DM and his

staff would do so by providing separate policy options and administering the budgeting

and auditing functions of the Department.r5T

Unification was not universally hailed as the answer to the funding or any other

problem. There was a great deal ofopposition to the elimination ofthe th¡ee services as

separate entities. Each of the services in canada had been in existence for many years.

while many of the traditions ofeach service were adopted from their British parents,

there was also a distinctly canadian flavour to the culture of each of them. Morever, the

cultures ofeach service were treasured by the members ofeach service and were seen as

part ofthe identity ofeach person serving within them. These cultures were built into the

organizations and played a role in everything from promotion to social activities. The

elimination of the separate services was seen by many within the military community as a

direct threat to these traditions.r5s The elimination of the distinctive uniforms ofthe three

services was seen as a particularly harsh blow to many in the military community, and

particularly to the large numbers ofveterans that had fought in the uniforms ofthese now

defi¡nct services.

However, not all of the opposition was due to the loss oftradition or identity of

each service. Many senior officers in CFHQ argued that the unification plans of Hellyer

were unworkable. They felt that the difference in roles and expertise were to great to be

rsTManagement 
Review Group,'The Management ofDefence in Canada, inBland Canada,s National

Defence, Volume 2: Defence Organizationp. 178 (hereafter footnoted as MRG Report),

tsg.Bland,D. 
The Adnínistration of Defence Policy in Canada, 1947-19ïS.(Ronald p. Frye & Company,

Kingston: 1987), p. 50.
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overcome and there was no clear plan to overcome these difficulties. Also, the rush to

implement the changes led to some feeling that the CF "was moving on an uncharted

course at a very, very high speed towards a very, very dim destination.,'r5e Finally, many

recognised that there was a desperate need for reorganization within the DND.

Nonetheless, for many years after unification, there was a great deal of resentment and

bittemess towards the Hellyer reforms.

Hellyer's answers to the problems ofculture and hadition was to pretend that

they were not significant. He stated that while the traditions of the former services were

very valuable to the former services, they would not all be destroyed, but would be

modified into new traditions ofa single service. A single uniform would bring on savings

tom economies ofscale and would bring the entire Canadian Armed Forces together by

providing a single look for all.r60

After the creation of the entity legally known as the Canadian Armed Forces in

1966, the next major change in the administration ofdefence in canada occurred with the

report of the Management Review Group (MRG) and the subsequent creation of NDHe

in 1972. While inter-service rivalry and the lack of the CF speaking with a single voice

were dealt with in the issues surrounding the unifìcation of the CF, prime Minister

Trudeau and Defence Minister MacDonald set about to reform the management of the

defence question in canada. This was fuelled by their perception that canadian defence

r5eStatement by General Moncel, VCDS, Quoted in Bland , The Adminístr.ation of Defence policy ín
Canada I945 to 1985,(Ronald P. Frye & Co. Kingston: 1987) p. 5l

r60Helly"r, 
Op. Cit. p.143(Bland points out in his introduction to Hellyer,s Adùess, that the argument that

culture was insignificant was hollow and were eventually dropped by Hellyer in favour ofplacing the fiscal
savings as being the main benefits to his reforms. Bìand, 'lntroduction to the Hellyer Reforms' p. 97-9g)
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policy was too dependent on NATO and that a truly canadian defence policy was now

possible while eliminating canada's deployments in Europe and substantially reducing

the defence budget.16¡ The Minister appointed the MRG to "examine all aspects of the

management and operation of the Department of National Defence.',r62

The MRG was to identiSr the problems with the execution of the defence policy,

and make recommendations to the Govemment on how to establish a more efficient and

effective system in the face ofchanging needs for defence policy in Canada.ró3 The

problem of inflexibility was identified earlier as being a result of ,,the intemal

bureaucratic inertia in the Department, similar to that possible in any large organization,,,

and needed to be addressed before progress could be made towards adapting the

Department of National Defence to its environment in Canada.r6a The Review Group

went on to state that the problems of bureaucratic inertia within the Department was

shengthened by four factors:

"First, the apparent ambiguity conceming the position and authority ofthe Deputy
Minister; second, the continued preseruation of individual service loyalties anà traditions
seem by their nature to have engendered resistance to change; Third, the continued
adherence to a rigid hierarchy of command has made any organizational change diffìcult
without the appearance ofdisrupting the effectiveness or morale ofthose directly
involved; and foufh, the long fradition in the Canadian Armed Forces ofattempìing to
remain a self-contained and self-sufficient fighting force largely independent oi locãl

r6rBland, 'lnhoduction to the Management Review Group, in Canada,s National Defence: Volume 2,
Defence Organization p. 160

162

Management Review Croup, Found in Bland.Canada's National Defence: Volume 2, Defence
Organization, p. 167.

t63rbid

t6atbid. p. t75-176.
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resources and facilities, has, to a certain extent, detached them ftom the main sheam of
Canadian society."l65

Of primary importance was the recognition that there were large problems with the

management ofdefence issues and policy by the Department including the relationship

between the CDS and the DM.ró6

Above all else, the MRG suggested that the dual structure ofCanadian Forces

Headquarters (CFHQ) under the CDS and the Department of Defence under the DM,

which had not been affected by earlier reforms, was the primary cause ofinefficiency

within the department. It suggested the creation ofa single organization to correct

perceived inefficiencies that were created by having two parallel control structures,ró? not

least ofall because the two organizations were working in competition against each other

on some issues.ró8 In order to correct these perceived difficulties, the creation of a unified

National Defence Headquarters 0\DHQ) was carried out between 1972 and, I 973. This

process can be understood as the elimination of GFHQ under the cDS and its merger with

the Department of National Defence under the Deputy Minister, to form NDHe.

t65,, . ,
IDIA,

l66The MRG did an effectivejob of critiquing defence policy formulation at the time, however, there were
serious problems with many ofthe recommendations made by the board. These are very thoroughly
described by D. Bland in his inhoduction to the MRc report in canada's National Defence: l/;lu;ne 2
D efenc e Or ga n i za t i on..

161

some felt that the existence ofa separate civilian organization parallelling the military structure was
wasteful.

t68P.D Munson, 'The Restructuing ofNational Defence Headquarters - 1972-73: An Assessment', in
canadian Defence Quarrerly, Yol3, #3, winter 1973174 p.9. An example ofthe conflict befiveen the
DM's office and CFHQ was the scrapping of HMCS Bonaventure shortly after completion of a hugely
expensive refit.
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The MRG identified several other areas that needed improvement within the

Department. They declared that the CF were adequately led in the held and any

difficulties faced by the operational end of the Department were due to ,,basic

management problems within the civilian and military components of Headquarters." The

report then went on to state that "these problems were, in the main, a direct result of the

Department not having adapted its basic management and organization to accommodate

adequately the implications of unification, changing defence roles and priorities, and

changing public attitudes."r6e

The MRG made a vast number of recommendations that would have affected all

aspects of managing the department and the resources allocated to it. However, very few

were enacted, due to the lack of will of the new Minister to push through fundamental

changes to how the Department was managed, which would have required numerous

amendments and changes to the NDA in order to be enacted.lTo However, the most

important recommendation was that was enacted was the creation of NDHe.

The creation ofNDHQ had the effect ofcreating a single department made up of

both the cF and the civilian DND. while they were still legally separate entities, they

were now organizationally and spatially a single entity. The relationship between the

Minister, the DM and the CDS were redefined with the establishment of a reporting

system where everyone reported to the DM and ths CDS,

169,, . ,
IDIA.

t?oF,land, 
The .Adninistration of Canqdian Deþnce policy, p.23-24



It was expected that the creation of NDHQ would result in the DM and the CDS

becoming more cooperative in their everyday activities. The integration ofthe

headquarters was expected to turn the relationship from an adversarial to a more

cooperative one, and to bring a common position within the newly reorganized structure.

However, while they may have shared control according to the organization chart, they

were still separated. The CDS remained responsible for military operations and was the

top of the military chain of command. The DM remained responsible for administration of

the budget. Nevertheless, the new arrangement at the top of the Department arguably

made policy formulation easier and allowed for closer cooperation between the CF and

the civilian administrators within the Department. This was especially important when

dealing with other govemment departments such as Treasury Board, as now a unified

front could now be presented instead of the sometimes contradictory wishes of two

separate entities dealing with Canadian defence issues.rTr

Conclusion

The elimination of the Canadian Forces Headquarters and the reorganization of a

civilian and military into NDHQ remains in place. The years that have followed since the

amalgamation of the headquarters has been an evolutionary process that has left the

organization of the Department much the same as it first appeared in 1973. NDHe has

become the centre for defence policy discussions and at the same time acts as the

operational headquarters for deployment of the CF.

111rbid, p. rz



The main arguments in favour of maintaining a single integrated NDHe as the

leadership organization DND and the cF are effective civil control of the military, fiscal

efficiency, and effective military advice for the govemment. All ofthese issues have been

the core to the majority of reforms that have faced the Department over the last 50 years.

Each ofthese issues has been identified as specific problems facing the govemment in its

relations with the Department. Re-structuring was enacted as an attempt to improve the

organization and to ensure that the Department could carry out the tasks assigned to it by

the govemment. By ensuring that the Department was effectively administered, the

govemment and the proponents ofchange expected that more efficient allocation of

resources would result, or at minimum, the Department would be a better source of

policy, advice, and military options for the govemment.

At the beginning, the goal was efficiency. Integration and unification were

attempts to ensure the most efficient use ofresources in order to protect the capital budget

in light ofdeclining budgets. By finding greater efficiencies, particularly by eliminating

duplications among services, there would be more money available for ,sharp end'

operations.

The Unification experiment was part of this integration movement. It ultimately

failed as an attempt to tum each ofthe three services into one identity, but it did succeed

in making common trades available to the entire CF. Later changes, including the retum

to distinctive uniforms in 1984, ensured that the positive aspects ofservice traditions were

restored. This went some way towards restoring the pride and moral of a demoralized

military.



Attempts were also made to ensure that the events surrounding the Cuban Missile

crisis were not repeated. It was apparent that there was a disconnect between the prime

Minister and the Department and it resulted in actions being taken that were not

specifically approved by the Prime Minister. The crisis of civilian control of the military

that resulted from the actions of the Minister and the military at the time needed to be

addressed. The lack oftrust that resulted between the govenxnent and the military in

particular resulted in increased roles for civilian administrators in policy decisions. In

addition serious problems with procurement were addressed though further increases in

departmental accountability to Treasury Board and the more specific assignment of

financial oversight to civilian personnel.

The creation of NDHQ was the culmination of these efforts. It placed the civilian

staffassigned with administrative and financial responsibilities side by side with the

command and administrative structure of the CF. This change in particular made DND

appear more like an average govemment department, and also placed the relationship with

the central agencies and the rest of govemment more in line with other departments. By

being a better fit within the system, DND could now be expected to develop closer

relationships with the central agencies that were growing in power at the same time as

NDHQ was taking form.

As discussed in the fìrst chapter, one of the most important effects ofa formal,

defined organizational structure is greater efficiency. The creation ofNDHe generated

many efficiencies where inefficiency had reigned previously. The previous existence of

the DM's office and CFHQ provided the govemment with defence policy, adminishation,



and provide military forces in a environment of competition, not cooperation.rz2 The

creation of NDHQ eliminated the open and harmful competition that existed between the

administrators and the operators. while there will always be a tension between groups

that have separate tasks within the institution, this competition was now at least buried

within a single entity and removed from the eyes of other govemment departments and

the govemment itself. In this sense, this competition became much easier to deal with as a

clash between groups within a single institution. This point is a vital one given the cunent

difficulties facing all departments in dealing with the tremendous power ofthe central

agencies, while still effectively providing necessary policy advice and proposals to

cabinet. A single voice from the Department gives the central agencies and cabinet more

confidence in defence proposals.

Another benefit outlined by March and olsen is the advantages ofefficiency that

are brought to the decision making process.'t, Under the former system DND and each

individual service were in competition with each other for the attention ofthe

govemment. Each one believed that the other was not qualified to make decisions outside

of its jurisdiction. The administrative arm argued that the military was not fiscally

responsible while the cF argued that civilians were making operational decisions that

they had no expertise to make. This competitive relationship was in large part eliminated

or ¡estructured with the integration ofthe Department. The closer cooperation of the

172MRc Report, p.188 - 189 of Bland, ca nada's Naríonal Defence, voltune 2 Defence organizarion.lggg

rT3March 
and Olsen , Op. Cit. 1989 p.39



civilian and military parts of the Department ensured that the department largely has a

better grounding on what is militarily possible with what is politically viable.

NDHQ can be called a success ifyou consider the increased efficiency in the

organizations ability to promulgate a single vision ofdefence policy and respond to

govemment direction. In addition, civil control of the military needed to be reasserted and

strengthened. However, other problems have appeared as older problems have receded. In

particular, the cultures of the cF and the civil service were not considered in unification

and the creation of NDHQ. This has resulted in many of the critics of NDHe attacking

the structure of the new headquarters as the source of the civilianization problem as the

professional nature ofthe military began to erode. These issues became more important as

DND moved way from the 1972 creation of NDHQ.



Chapter 4

Leadership Versus Management

The attempts to address the problems outlined in the previous chapter were the

basis of many of the changes to DND. However, these changes to improve the efficiency

and effectiveness ofthe department coincided with the rise ofthe issue of

civilianization.rTa The primary argument against a single department or NDHe is the

beliefthat the merger of two separate and distinct cultures into one organization has led to

the civilianization of the cF.r7s civilianization is a process where military values,

traditions, and culture are slowly replaced with those more closely identified as being

civilian or bureaucratic in nature.rT6 Huntington states that when "satisfactions of

professional performance and adherence to the professional code are replaced by the

satisfactions ofpower, office, wealth, popularity, and the approbation ofnon military

groups,"r77 it results in a lack oftrust ofsenior officers by their subordinates. This was

exposed for all to see in the proceedings ofthe Somalia Inquiry and in surveys done

during the early 1990's,r78 This loss of military professionalism is a th¡eat to the

maintenance of civilian control of the military. In essence the response to important

efficiency problems has had a direct influence on the rise ofthe problems within the

lTaP¡oblems with hvo or more culfures within an organizations we¡e discussed in Chapter l, ìn the section
on multiple culhres resulting ÍÌom joining two orgânizations.

I75Dr. Bland in inte ryiew for Dishonout ed Legacy.

t76Ib¡d.

rTTHuntington, 
Op. Cit., p. 95

rTsEnglish, A.D. op. Cit. p. t55-156.
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military. The critics directly attribute civilianization and the resultant damage to civilian

control of the military to these changes.

The civilianization critique has coincided with the recognition that the culture of

an organization is vital to its success, It has also become a particularly important

consideration for organizations that are trying to evolve or change, because ,,it is far less

likely that an organizational 'tum around' will begin with a change in the structure ofthe

organization or its pattems of authority and control. Progressive public managers are

much more likely to focus on values which are the underlying basis for the organizational

culture. In so doing, these managers are seeking a basic transformation oftheir

organizations; one far beyond what a change in structure could bring about.,,r?e The issue

of culture has become particularly important as a result of the creation of NDHe in 1972.

The efforts to make the department a more efficient administrative tool was done without

the knowledge that the culture ofthe department would become an issue.

Management Versus Leadership

The Review Group on the Report ofthe Task Force on the Unification ofthe

Canadian Forces (1980) was the first official recognition that civilianization was

becoming a problem. While problems befween management and leadership were

identified as early as 1972by Brigadier General (Retired) E. Leslie,rso it was the Review

ITeDenlardt, R. The Pursuit ofSignificance; Sttategiesþr Managerial Success in public Organizations,
(Belmont: Wadsworth, 1993), p.22

f soleslie, E. 'Too much management, too little com mand' in Canadian Defence euarterly, Winter 721'13,
p.30-32.



Group officially acknowledged the perception that at senior levels ofthe department,

civilians were making decisions of a military nature.rsr In particular, in the Final Report

ofthe Task Force on Review of unification ofthe canadian Forces, "it has been held that

at the ADM level, civilians were making or were contributing to the making of decisions

ofa military nature and that control by the civil power should not mean control by the

Public Service."r82 The principle of the CDS having command and control of the CF was

'seen to be eroded by the staff of the DM making decisions on the deployment of military

forces.

In addition, there was a growing perception that some military offìcers were

abandoning the culture ofthe military and replacing those values with ones more closely

associated with the business world; the dominance of management over leadership.rs3

This perception became particularly prevalent among military members that felt that the

military had been 'betrayed' by the senior officers in NDHQ. Officers who have spent too

much time in NDHQ wers seen as particularly susceptible to this ,condition,'

While this effect was, and is arguable, the perception that it exists is very

important and in the end destructive. The trust that subordinates place in their leaders is a

very important tenet of military culture. This was recognised in the report of the somalia

Inquiry when it pointed out that, "a managerial model that focuses on managerial

fslcanada, Department ofNational Defe nce, Review Group on the Report ofrhe Task Force on unification
ofthe Canadian Forres, Report 3lAug 80, p. 14.

fs2canada, Department ofNâtional Defence, Task Force on Review of uniJìcation of rhe canadian Forces:
Final Report, l5 March 1980, p. 40

f s3Somalia inquiry, Record 3256113628
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efficiency and individual self-interest will erode the traditional military ethic and

undermine the cohesiveness of the military unit."r'a In effect, the common soldier had

come to believe that they can no longer trust the officers to look after the welfare of

subordinates.

Civilianization was further recognised in the Somalia Inquiry as one of the key

elements that contributed to the failure of the mission. As noted by the Inquiry, the

efficient allocation ofresources is important, but it does not matter how efficiently

resources are allocated if the cF cannot perform missions in the field for which it was

created. "without strong leadership, the concerted effort that characterizes a properly

functioning armed force is unlikely to take shape, and the force's individual members are

unlikely to achieve the unity ofpurpose that is essential to success in military

operations."lss

The Somalia Inquiry recommended that;

"The Canadian Forces make a concerted effort to improve the quality ofleadership at all
levels by ensuring adoption of and adherence to the principles embodied in the findings
and recommendations ofthis Commission oflnquiry regarding the selection, screening,
promotion and supervision ofpersonnel; the provision ofappropriate basic and
continuing haining; the demonsbation of self-discipline and enforcement ofdiscipline
for all ranks; the chain ofcommand, operational readiness, and mission plannìng; and the
principles and methods of accountability expressed throughout this Report.,,r86

However, in recognising civilianization as a problem there is far less agreement

on the cause. The primary cause of civilianization according to many is the mixing of two

cultures a function of the merger of cultures within NDHe. Many believe that the mixing

tBalbid.

lssExecutive 
summary ofthe Somalia Enquiry, p. ES l2

ls6somalia 
Enquiry Record 3360 / 13629 recommendations Íìom ch l5
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of the military and civil service cultures has led to a problem ofleadership versus

management, and leadership is losing the competition. Bland is one of the proponents of

the leadership-management argument and sums up the problem:

"until 1972 the administration ofdefence policy in canada was considered to have two
aspects; that is it was viewed as a command problem to be addressed by military
concepts, and as a public adminishation problem to be addressed by theories oipublic
management. Two power cenfes, the CDS and the DM, approached these problems with
organizations and processes particular to their aspects ofthe problem. In this context it
was a political responsibility to reconcile differences and risks. After 1922, the
administration ofdefence policy became defined as a mana gerial problem alon¿, with the
expectation that better management practices could make the ,,sharp end sharper." This
new definition ofthe defence problem promoted managerial skills over command
experience and-allowed officials to restructure DND and the CF as though they were a
single entity."l87

Leadership within the military is generally defined as ,,the art of motivating

human behaviour in order to accomplish a mission in a manner desired by the leader.,'r's

The institutional biases towards leadership by the military are contained within this

definition. The fi¡st ofthese is that leadership is an "art," rather than an exact science and

requires repeated practice. It is also not always perfect and it takes time and nurturing in

order for a person to become an effective leader. second, motivating 'followers, is a basic

tenant ofleadership. The leader must motivate his or her followers to carry out the

mission, even if it goes against the followers best interest (ie. could result in harm to the

follower). The next bias is "mission," which is goal orientated in nature. These goals are

vital to the group and have a much larger meaning to military persorurel than civilian

workers. This is ingrained during the basic training and socialization process in the

wBland, D.,,'lnstitutionalizing Ambiguity',in canadian public Àdministrqtíon, yol30, #4, r9g7,p. 549.
This also builds on what B Cen Leslie said in Leslie, E. Op Cit. p30-32.

lssCanada, Department ofNâtional Defe nce, Royal Canadian Air Cadets Level Tteo Handbook
A-CR-CCP-267/PT-002, p. 6-1.
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military. Finally there is a definite hierarchical foundation of leadership in the definition.

While teamwork may be emphasised, a definite hierarchy exists with defined roles for

members of the team, The beliefs in motivation, training, mission, goals, and obedience

a¡e fundamental to the military.rse

Within management literature, management has many different definitions. Zft¿

One Minute Manager by Blanchard and Johnson simply states that management,,is

simply working with people to accomplish results."re0 Robins and Stuart-Kotze define

management as "the process of completing activities efficiently, through others.,'rer

Regardless of definition, the main difference between most definitions of management

and leadership is the emphasis on motivation. Motivation is crucial to good leadership.

However, motivation is not as necessary to ensure good management. This is a fine line

but it is a large difference to men who are going into combat. They need to be led

effectively in order to accomplish the mission through the sacrifice oftheir lives if

necessary, and this extends far beyondjust ensuring that they are provided for.

t89Th" d.but" .r.rounding the exact defìnition of leadership is an extensive one. There are many arguments
for individual styles of leadership. There are thousands ofbooks on various ârguments aÍound leadershìp.
However, for the arguments that are pertinent to this thesis, I will concentrate on the definitions of
leadership that are used by the critics of DND. In particular, the CF definition of leadership is the one most
often used by the critics as many ofthem are former military officers. For a discussion on other definitions
and arguments surrounding leadership, see Robert w. Terry's book called Authentic Leadership: courage
in Action or Pafricia Pitcher's The Drqnta of Leadership.

reoBlanchard, K. and Johnson, 5., The One Minute Manager, (La Jolla: Blanchard-Johnson publishers,
l98l) P. 21.

retRobbinr, 
S., and Stuart-Kotz e,R. Management: Concepts and Applications 2tu Ed. (prentice-Hall

Canadalnc: Scarborough, 1990)p.20-21. Boone, L., and Kurtz, D. Management 3d Ed.(Rand,om
House: New York, I987) p. 3. Once again, there are numerous definitions ofmanagement, but for the
purposes ofthis thesis we will look at the definitions within this very popular Commerce textbook and låe
One Minute Manager, a book with many millions of copies sold and a part of the management programs
within many large corporations.
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Just saying that leadership is good and management is evil is an

oversimplification. Many of the hardest critics in the leadership versus management

debate are former military officers or closely identis, themselves with the military.te2 In

order to better understand if civilianization is the result ofhaving two cultures within a

single organization, it is useful to have a closer look at the cultures in question. The

scrutiny of the two cultures allows for an understanding ofthe influences that the two

cultures may have upon each other. subsequently, a comparison between the effect ofthe

mixing cultures in NDHQ and the influence of the central agencies of government

through fiscal, personnel, and policy guidelines will partially demonshate the extent to

which the structure of NDHQ truly is the cause of civilianization.

CF Culture

The differences between the civilian culture of the civil service and the military is

obvious at first glance. The uniform, traditions, and symbols of military members serve as

an obvious separation from the civilians working within DND. However, beyond the

obvious, there are many similarities between the cultures. Service, integrity and loyalty

are the primary drivers in both cultures. when one looks at these core values within each

culhre and their similarities, it is not obvious where blending ofthe tvvo cultures could

le2These high profile former military members include Jack Granastein, Lewis McKenzie, and Douglas
Bland.
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have a detrimental effect. The other aspects of military culture, such as uniform, are not

likely to be affected by the presence ofcivilians.re3

As shown in the introduction of this thesis, one of the fundamental tenets of

military culture is the professionalism of the military. The concept of the professional

soldier is central to Huntington's theories of civil-military relations. In this case, the

professional officer is specially trained over many years in the direction, operation, and

control of a human organization whose primary function is the application of violence.',rea

This long training over many years and the sense ofbelonging to a select profession has

an important impact on the development of a unique military culture.

The culture of any organtzation consists of ,,a pattem of shared basic

assumptions that the group leamed as it solved its problems of extemal adaptation and

intemal integration, that has worked well enough to be considered valid and, therefore, to

be taught to new members as the conect way to perceive, think, and feel in relation to

those problems."res The culture ofthe CF is very much based upon the history ofthe

military in canada. canada has always depended on alliances throughout its existence.

First it relied upon the British as part of a larger Empire for protection. In the Twentieth

century, this reliance shifted to the united states.re6 In both cases, it was recognised that

le3Although 
there is a policy in the National capital Region that Fridays are a no turiform day, this is

usually attached to a charitable campaign where military members pay to have to right not to wear a
uniform on Fridays.

reaHuntington, 
Op. Cit.. p. ll

re5Schein, 
E. H., Otganizationdl Culture and Leadet ship,2d Edition, (San Francisco: Jossey-Bass

Publishers, 1992), p. 12.

1e6Milne4M., 
Canada's Navy: The First Century, (University ofToronto press, Toronto: 1999) p. x.
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the relatively small population ofcanada would not be able to defend its landmass. This

led to the canadian military always considering iis role in conjunction with others within

an alliance structure.teT The impact ofalliances thus played a significant role in the

development of canadian military culture. Large portions of canadian military culture

have been borrowed, consciously or not, from exposure to the armed forces of its core

ally. These bonowed traditions, in tum, have been moulded into the Canadian

organization.

An important study of the cF established the effect that its unique culture had on

the events that were investigated by the commission of Inquiry into the Deployment of

Canadian Forces to Somalia. In this report, Winslow stated;

"The military in Canada sees itselfas a corporâte body distinct from lay men and wonen.
Although an integral part ofCanadian society, the military perceives itselfas .a dìstinct
sub-set ofthe Canadian fabric.' This separateness is underlined through the military's
distinctive dress (distinctive badges, buttons, colours, uniform, haircut, headgear, eìc,)
language, (unique terminology and use ofacron¡rms) and an emphasis on ceremony and
hadition (Parades, mess dimers, troopings, etc.). The distinct corporate nature ofthe
military is also established by its distinct culture, which includes its hierarchical system,
the army's regimental organization and the navy's divisional system, formal and informal
associations, customs, and traditions."res

As Winslow argues, the theme of separateness and distinctness run throughout

discussions ofthe culture ofthe military in Canadian society.

te.7.Morton,D. A Militqry Histoty of canada Third Edition (Toronto: Mcclelland and stewart, 1992),p.x.
xii.

198

lvinslow, D , The canadian Airborne Regiment in sonnlia: A socio-cultural Inquiry, A study prepared
fo¡ the commission of Inquiry into the Deplo].ment ofcanadiân Forces to somaiiu, lMini,trr'oi Rubti"
Works and Govemment Services Canada: Ottawa, 1997) p . 6
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The Canadian Forces has also been labelled a,total institution'. ree The

characteristics of a total institution are;

J'All aspects oflife are conducted in the same prace and under the same single authority;
- each phase ofthe member's daily activity is carried on in the immediate company ofa
large batch ofothers, all ofwhom are treated alike and required to do the samé thing
together;
- All phases ofthe day's activities are tightly scheduled, with one activity leading at a
preananged time into the next, the whole sequence of activities being imposed from
above by a system ofexplicit formal rulings and a body ofofficials;
- The va¡ious enforced activities are brought together into a single rational plan
purportedly designed to fulfil the official aim ofthe institution;
- There is a sharp split behveen the supervisors and the members, with sociâl mobility
between the t\ryo groups highly reshicted;
- Information conceming the member is often withheld from him;
- The work struch¡re in a total institution, geared as it is to a 24-hour day, demands
different motives for work than exist in the society at large.
- There_-are usually real or s),rnbolic baniers indicating a break with the society .out
there"'2oo

while all of these characteristics do not apply to all members of the cF at any one time,2'l

it is an accurate description of the experience that all military members go through during

their basic training and during most military qualification courses. During training and

courses, the individual member is fully socialized into the military culture and is given a

set of beliefs and standards that the military wishes its members to possess.

The basic training and indoctrination that each member of the military receives is

done in a manner that results in a member now being part of a war-fighter society or

leeln this case, winslow is describing the organization ofNational Defence. A ,total institution, is best
unde¡stood in this context as an organization as it is described in chapter one ofthis thesis.

2oolvinslow, 
Op. Cit., p. 12.

20lMany 
Canadian Forces occupation categories do not fit all ofthe characteristics ofa ,total institution.,

For instance, trades such as clerk, firefighter, air-traffic conholler, military police, and others closely
resemble thejob requirements and lifestyle oftheir civilian equivalent positions. Also, members are no
longer required to live 'on base' and often live in the communities that surround most military bases in
canada. However, all hades can be deployed overseas and at these times, almost all aspecß ;fthe ,total
institution' apply.
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culture. In so doing, each member realizes that he/she may be called upon to take the life

of another human being, and if necessary, sacrifice their own life. In military culture, this

is the notion of unlimited liability.

"Under this unwritten clause ofthe military contract, Canadian Fo¡ces' members a¡e
obliged to carry out duties and tasks without regard to fear or danger, and ultimately, to
be wiling to risk their lives ifthe situation requires. This obligation is not ofÌen invoi<ed
in peacetime, It is worth recalling, however, that Canadian servicemen and women have
been on operational service on more than fift¡r occasions since the end ofthe Ko¡ean
war, most often as united Nâtions peacekeepers. while unlimited liability is generalry
associated with service in war, it is a/wals present in military service, and it. ã*irt"n."
lends a dignity to the military profession which is difficult to deny or denigrate. This
liability is what most distinguishes the canadian Forces institutionally and its members
individually Íìom the rest of Canadian society.,'202

unlimited liability is central to military culture and separates the military from society at

large.203 Thus, the requirement to kill and unlimited liability combine to create the belief

ofeach individual as charged with the protection ofthe country; a duty that requires each

to sunende¡ certain rights that all citizens possess.

Rigorous training is very important to the socialisation process. Through training,

the military instills a set ofvalues and traits essential to maintain discipline and

accomplish its primary mission; war-fighting. These include duty, courage, discipline,

dedication, teamwork and honour.2'a These values are instilled in such a manner that they

take precedence over values that might have previously possessed as a civilian,2's A key

2o2canada, Department ofNational Defence, canada's Arny: we srand on Guardfor Thee, B-cL-300-
000/FP-000, I April 1998. p.33.

2031å¡d winslow, op. Cit. p. 15

2.aYoung, M. D., .Etå os and Yalues in rhe Canadian For"¿s, Report to the prime Minister, March 25,
1997,p.7 .

itl!.*t* ,n. The Buck srops Here: Reflections on Morul Responsibility, Denncratic Accountabilío, and
Military values, A study prepared fo¡ the commission of Inquiry into the Deployment ofcanadian Fïrces
to Somalia, ( Minister of Public Works, Ottawa: 1997), p. 33
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trait is integrity as it is the basis for all the other traits. without integrity, the concepts of

obedience and loyalty that make up discipline could not exist.206 without integrity there

can be no honour, discipline, or duty.

Loyalty is vital to all aspects of military culture. As part of a mentality that

becomes second nature, a new member develops various Ioyalties. These loyalties are

directed towards one's unit, trade, and seryice.2'7 These loyalties are very effective at

maintaining morale and endow a feeling of belonging, especially as members may be

separated from their families for long periods of time in very arduous conditions. The net

result is individuals identifuing themselves as belonging to a military sub-group.208

Loyalty to ones' superiors, the sub-group, and the organization is a very important part of

any organization. But it is even more important in the military as the members rely on the

tkee levels for much more support than a civilian does, up to and including their very

lives.

The hierarchical nature ofthe Canadian Forces also impacts its culture, Each

member of the military knows exactly where they stand in the organization. The chain of

command is clearly demarcated. Decisions made in or outside of combat are delegated to

the proper units and tasks passed down within the units to the individual. Each individual

2065chuf"r, 
Op. Cit., p. 32.

207There 
does exist the loyâlty to counhy ofcourse, but the loyalty to the unit and attachment to their

friends is largely what individuals are fighting for when they engage in battle.

208Whil" thi. se"tt to be a very admirable and functional, it does have some drawbacks for organizational
effectiveness, particularly if individuals place sub-unit loyalties ahead oftheir responsibilities io the
organization or the counky as a whole. "Problems a¡ise only when this loyalty is misplaced or lacking."
Gen(ret'd) L. MacKenzie Interview in Dishonoured Legacy.
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knows one's superiors and subordinates. Furthermore, the chain of command clearly

indicates that all are a part of a larger group and all are dependent upon everyone also

doing their assigned task.2oe

In military life s)'rnbols are also important. Illushative is the impact of unification

on the CF' One ofthe largest outcries after unification was the loss of distinctive uniforms

of the Army, Air Force, and the Navy. The loss of these symbols, and thus identity, was

key in some ways to the failure of unification.2r. Individual soldiers, sailors and airmen

become very attached to these symbols. These include the distinctive colours oftheir

uniforms, trade and qualification badges, or other means of identifiing them as having a

distinct set ofskills.2rr In addition, symbols also identifu the individual as a specialist who

is a trained expert in a particular field.

A¡other aspect of military culture is an expectation of non-participation in

politics. while individual members are not restricted from voting, active participation in

partisan politics is discouraged. The expectation stems from the beliefthat the military

should not attempt to affect the formation of govemment, and the need to maintain the

independence ofthe military and that political parties do not exert a partisan influence

upon the military. However, this also can lead to the average soldier not understanding

political issues as they relate to defence. In addition, this can be identified as one ofthe

rights that a military member gives up when they join the cF. while the non-participation

2oewinslow, 
Op. Cit., p. 17 -19.

2l0Task 
Force on Unification., p. 78

2ttIbid.



in politics is in itselfnot overly important, Legault suggests that this has led to a

disconnect ofpublic officials from the military and vice versa.2r2 In particular, officials

that are elected to represent all areas of canadian society have little affiliation with, or

knowledge of the military in Canada,

Finally, as any culture will, military culture reacts in a very positive ma ler to

good leadership. As one is indoctrinated to the rest of the culture of the military, it

becomes obvious to every individual if their immediate supervisors are practising good

leadership. Everyone is expected to follow the principles of leadership. This contrasts

remarkably with the culture ofthe civil service where each person is largely responsible

for their own work and leadership is not stressed in the same manner as within the

military.

Civil Service Culture

Civil service culture, the other important influence on the Department, differs

from the military culture in some aspects and is similar in others. superficially, of course,

they do not wear a uniform. Most importantly, they view leadership in a different manner

than military personnel. According to the Auditor General, the public service should not

use authoritarian leadership or management techniques that are too rigid and do not

encourage collaboration.2r3 This may result in a better working environment for the civil

servants, but it does not fit well with the members of the cF who have adapted to a more

2t2Legault, A, Bt'inging the canadian Arned Forces inro the Tv)enry-First century: A paper preparedfor
the Ministet ofNational Defence (Canada, DND: March 25, 1997),p. 17.

2l3lewis, I., 'Public Service 2000 and Cultural change in the Department ofNational Defence, in
Canqdian Public Adrnínistt ation,Y ol37, No. 2, Summer, p. 252.
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direct form of leadership and expect immediate compliance by subordinates and provide it

to superiors.

At the federal level most civil servants are managers, policy experts, or

adminishators. These are often specialized but many are also trained, in a generic sense,

as managers or administrators. In the cuuent structure ofthe public service at the federal

level, theoretically at least, any civil servant can compete for postings in other

departments and the person most qualified will be hired for the position. In this way,

members ofthe civil service can change jobs and even departments. No one is necessarily

tied to the department that first hired them. This is readily apparent by looking at the

biographies of the current group of ADMs ar DND. The ADM (FinCS), ADM (Mar), and

ADM (IE) all have no pervious experience in dealing with the miliary, yet all hold very

senior positions within NDHQ.2ra Their experience comes from the pCO, Westem

canadian Diversification, Public works and Govemment services canada, Industry and

Canadian Heritage, to name a few.2ls

The public service plays a vital role in the administration of govemment. In this

role, the civil service "has unrivalled knowledge ofthe detailed organizational framework

and capacities ofthe policy, as well as a unique perspective on the characteristics of

various clienteles and policy communities. This knowledge of the administrative...makes

2l4www.forces.gc.ca./admmat/mat-office,6io_e.asp, 
www.forces.gc.ca,/admfincs/bio.intro_e.asp,

www.forces.gc.caladmie/bio_admie_e.htm, Downloaded 14 Apr 04.

2¡sNotable 
exceptions to this is the cunent ADM(pol) and ADM (lM). The ADM (pol) has worked almost

his entire career in the Policy Croup while the ADM (IM) is a former military officer.



officials indispensable players in a second role."2r6 This second role is continuous policy

development. The members of the public service, particularly in policy positions,

constantly advise the govemment as to available policy options and this has an impact

upon how the culture ofthe civil service has developed. while military officers are posted

in and out of policy positions, civilian members spend many years developing policy

experience at NDHQ. A prime example of this is the current ADM (pol) who has been in

the Policy Group almost continuously since 1971 and has been ADM(pol) since 1991.2r7

civilian members of DND are also likely to share many values with public service

members in other government departments. However, in contrast to the military, there is

no common training period to instill the culture of the public service. This results from a

lack ofa need to instill values that are contrary to society in general. There is no need to

instill absolute discipline in order to ensure that the member will harm others in order to

carry out the will of the organization.

Civil servants are similar to military personnel in that they operate within a very

structured environment. A civil servant tends to see things as being within or outside of

his/her power. Very specificjob descriptions and defìned limits ofpower can lead to

some inflexibility. The civil service is very rule and procedure orientated in order to

ensure the unbiased delivery ofservices and to ensure that procedures are common

throughout the large bureaucracy.

2f6sutherland, s., 'The Public service and Policy Deve lopment' in Governing canøda; Institutions and
Public Policy, Atkinson, M. Ed. (Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, Canada Inc: Toronto, 1993) p.S5

2l 7www. forces.gc.caladmpoVeng/abouyadm_e.htm, Downloaded I 5 Apr 04.
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The values of the public service as defined by the federal govemment are,,service

to canada and canadians, loyalty to the duly elected govemment, honesty, integrity, non-

partisanship, prudence in the use oftaxpayers money, faithfulness to the principles of

faimess and impartiality, professionalism in carrying out their duties, respect for

Ministers, other parliamentarians, members of the public and other members of the public

service."2l8

Integrity, as in military culture, has always been recognised as a necessary

characteristic ofany civil servant. without the integrity to make sound decisions based on

what is right, the other components ofcivil service culture fall apart. Integrity in

combination with accountability, efficiency, effectiveness, responsiveness,

representativeness, neutrality, faimess, and equality all make up traits that the institution

attempts to instill in its members.2re Recent criticism of the civil service 220 has resulted in

a move towards increasing the importance of integrity as a value to show that the civil

service can be trusted with taxpayers resources and to make important decisions.22r It is

vital to show that the integrity of the civil service is being maintained or improved in

order to ensure that the public trusts the public service. This trust must be reinforced in

order for the country to be administered efficiently and with the support ofthe public.

2tsKemaghan, K., 'The Emerging Public Service Culture: Values, Ethics and R eforms, in Canadian public
Ad¡ninisrraüon, Yol34, #4, Winter, p. 623.

2reKemaghan, K., Op. Cit. p. 615.

220 tbid. p . 629 .

2lThi, h* b""o." particularly important as recent events sunounding the cunent ,,sponsorship 
scandal,,in

Ottawa has shown.
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one reason for the decline in trust ofthe general public can be attributed to a

perceived decline in the neutrality of the members of the public service. This is

particularly true at higher levels ofthe bureaucracy. Decline ofperceived neutrality has

resulted from an increase in the number ofpartisan political appointments at the highest

levels ofthe public service.222 Recent govemments have increased the number ofpolitical

appointments and this has been noticed by the media and the public and has led to an

increase ofscepticism towards senior levels ofthe bureaucracy.

The Structural Basis of the Änti-NDHQ Argument

As shown in the introduction ofthis thesis, critics such as Bercuson and Bland

argue that the primary contention against the cunent structure ofNDHe is that the close

proximity of civilians within the structure of NDHe has caused the civilianization

problem within the military. Civilianization is largely a problem where the use of

management techniques have led to degradation in the leadership. As shown in the

discussion above there is little chance that the culture ofthe civil service has blended with

the military culture to an extent that there would be a detrimental effect upon the military.

It is difficult to say that civilianization is a disease that creeps over the tops ofcubicles in

NDHQ to infect unsuspecting military officers.

z2Kemaghan, K., op. cit. p. 628. As mentioned in the last paragraph the recent .,sponsorship scandal,, in
Ottawa has directed a geat deal ofcriticism upon senior civil servants. This is particularly dåmaging when
this criticism is Íìom former the Mìnister of PWGSC and politically appointed 

-heads 
ofvãrious ñeaãs of

crown corporations. For further information see the many news paper articles ìncluding ,,sponsorship
panel nowhere near report: \villiams" at www.theglobeandmail.com I5 Apr 04 and the proceedings ånd
evidence of the standing committee of Public Accounts l z-19 Mar 04 at www.parl.gc.óa for the ìestimony
ofAlphonso Gagliano blaming the civil servants and heads ofcro\ïn corporations foi the scandal.
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However, the presence ofdirectives from the central agencies of govemment play

a large role in causing civilianization. Given the current power of the cenhal agencies of

govenment, no matter how civilian and military personnel were combined, the policies

that the cenhal agencies set will have a huge effect upon the personnel administering the

military. TBS financial and persorurel policies affect every financial transaction no matter

if the purchase order is filed by a civilian or military member of DND. In addition, pco

and PMo must approve any policy submissions to cabinet. These financial and policy

oversights would directly affect the thinking of military policy makers and administrators

even if they were not 'exposed' to civilian staff within the headquarters.

In addition, the shifting culture of society at large has also played a role in the

civilianization of the military. As the military is made up of members drawn from society

at large, changes in this society will be reflected in the military itself. while this change is

gadual and subtle, it is appreciable over time. Modem recruits are less open to

authoritarian leadership and more highly educated.223 The more educated and skilled

recruits are used in trades that are far more technical in nature than in years past. These

trades take years oftraining and result in highly educated and professional members that

are not necessarily officers. These skilled professionals do not respond to inflexible

leadership as well as infantry or combat arms soldiers. In addition, even combat arms

troops spend years acquiring the skills necessary to carry out theirjobs. This forces

military leadership to use a more flexible leadership style. This adaptation in combination

223Tasseron, J 'Military Manning and the Revolution in Social Affairs' in The Canadian Military Journal,
Vol2. No. 3, Autumn 2001 p. 57.
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with the influence ofthe central agencies likely has a larger influence on civilianization

than the mere presence of civilians within NDHe.

As pointed out in the first chapter civilianization has been identified as a problem

in the cF. civilianization, in these arguments, is the replacement of military values,

haditions and culture are replaced with values, traditions and culture that are more closely

identified as being civilian or bureaucratic in nature. This problem has been recognised by

many official groups that have looked at the problems ofthe cF from as early as the Task

Force on Review of unifìcation ofthe canadian Forces, The Review Group ofthe Task

Force on unification, and the somalia Inquiry. In addition, unofficial critics such as

Bercuson, Bland, and others, have been arguing that management has been replacing

leadership since 1973, shortly after the creation of NDHe.r2a

The contention that NDHQ is the cause of the civilianization is based upon the

argument that the presence ofcivilians within the structure has had a negative influence

upon the military culhre. On the surface, this would seem to closely match the

predictions of neo-structural theory as described in chapter one. In particular, after the

combining of cFHQ and the office of the Minister in 1973, that the two cultures present

underwent a transformation that resulted in the domination of the civilian culture over the

military. The critics that propose that this is the cause of civilianization may be missing

several important factors that may have a larger impact upon the military than simple

bending of cultures within the structure of NDHe. These other factors include the

possibility that the cultures really are not that different to begin with and perhaps that the

22aOther 
critics include Neelin and Pederson (CDe Vol 4#2, 1974) among others
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society from which the military is recruited has changed as well. In addition, the fact that

modem war has changed and that the military has evolved to meet these changes is

another factor. Finally, the Canadian govemment has changed how it manages itselfand

its departments. Each ofthese factors, when examined individually, are potentially more

influential upon the civilianization of the military.

The first argument against the proponents ofNDHQ as the cause of civilianization

is that the civilian culture has not had as large an effect upon the military as previously

supposed. Schein proposed that there were th¡ee different outcomes if two or more

organizational cultures were forced to come together within a single structure. These

outcomes included coexistence, domination, and blending.225 Proponents ofthe anti-

NDHQ theory would propose that there has been evidence ofthe civilian culture

dominating the culture of the military within the headquarters. However this would ignore

that military culture has been reasserting itself in the last 15 years with the re-emergence

ofthe separate services within the CF and a re-emphasis upon effective leadership at all

levels since the Somalia Inquiry.

It seems more likely, after examining the two cultures earlier in this chapter, that a

kind ofcoexistence has developed between the two cultures within the headquarters itself.

The core values of integrity and service have always been present in both cultures. In

addition, it is obvious that the separate and distinct symbols of military culture have not

been altered to any g¡eat degree. While the differences between the emphasis on

leadership and management are legitimate, there is no solid evidence that this has been

22sschein, Op. Cit. p.8 - ll. A more thorough description can be found on p. 20 ofthis thesis.
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caused by the influence ofthe civilian culture within the headquarters. In fact, it is more

likely that the management influence comes from outside ofthe department through the

influence of the government itself.

The govemment influences the Department through the actions of the central

Agencies. This impact is considerable and their influence upon the military and its

administration is ongoing. As shown by the report of the Management Review Group, the

military must be responsible and responsive to the govemment. This responsibility to the

govemment is controlled by the government th-rough the central Agencies and includes

areas of policy development, procurement, accounting, and human resources, These

central Agencies include TBS, PCo, PMo, and Finance. They are used to control line

departments and to ensure that the govemment of the day has complete control over them.

This is particularly important for DND considering the problems that resulted during the

cuban Missile crisis and the ensuing controversies surrounding civil control ofthe

military. This incident was one of the major factors leading to the creation of NDHe and

this fact must be kept in mind while considering criticisms of the current structure.

As shown in the second chapter, the influence of the central agencies of

govemment have been increasing to the point where they wield almost supreme power

over most areas of funding and policy.226 This is true across government and would be

true even if the structure of the organization was different. The source ofthe civilianising

influence on the cF comes from the directives ofthese central agencies. As shown in the

previous chapter, the central agencies influence reaches into the decision making process

226savoie, 
Op Cit, p.5



with all departments considering policy proposals to cabinet. This influence is further

shengthened when one considers that policies established by central agencies must be

considered during almost every administrative action taken by the military. This influence

would exist whether or not civilians or military person¡el share the same building,

regardless of organizational structure.

while the influence ofthe central Agencies has been increasing, canadian society

itselfhas been changing at the same time. As mentioned in chapter one, an organization is

influenced by the society from which it has been drawn.222 These societal changes include

a change from "outward directedness, tradition, communalism and morality to inward

directedness, individualism and hedonism."228 The society as a whole may not fit as well

with any military due to the shift in values of society while the military is shiving to

¡einforce its values of duty, integrity, discipline, and honour.22e

These societal challenges are affecting all militaries around the world and canada

is not immune to this. The cF is adapting to societies that are more educated, quicker to

question authority, and encouraged to think independently,23o Because society is providing

better educated recruits to the military, the same old authoritarian leadership techniques

are not being as effective with these people. New recruits show an ,,increased rejection of

227March 
and Olson, Op. Cit.,p. 54 - 59.

2æwinslow, D. 'canadian society and its Army' in canadian Militaty Journql winter 2003-2004, p. l9-
20.

"e lbid. p.20 - 21.

230This 
is even reflected in the recruiting techniques ofthe us Army. This largest of westem combat

forces has began to ¡ecruit on the basis of individual skills that can ùe leamediather than emphasising
teamwork or patriotism. The "Army ofone" campaign hâs had its critics, but it shows how even the iárgest
combat force in the west is recognising that society has changed, and they must adapt to it.
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order, pursuit ofhappiness to the detriment ofduty, de-emphasis ofsocial and family

connections, and diminished concern over financial and future outlook,',23r This is

particularly true in westem Democracies that rely on a professional military, staffed by

volunteers, do not use conscription to fill the ranks. These new and better recruits require

more subtle, informed, and motivational leadership than was required in the past. Also,

the society itself may not recognise older, more haditional military techniques as being

acceptable. Leadership is still needed in order to lead soldiers. However, this leadership

must be more flexible and not rely on cultural deference to authority that may have

worked in the past.

The shifts of society towards the individual could have been having an effect upon

the civilianization of the military. The recruits from this changing society may better

relate to values connected to management over leadership as they are more attuned to

individual actions over team leadership. Respect must be eamed and not freely given. In

addition to military members being recruited from this changing society, they are more

exposed to civilian society than in the past. This due to the increased numbers of military

members living 'off base.' They are also more likely to be married than in the past and

their spouse are very likely to have ajob outside the military. Increased exposure to the

society increases the affect that changes in society have upon the military.232 This is a

challenge for the highly structured culture and working environment in the military.233

23rTasseron, 
J. Op. Cit. p.57

232English, A.D. op. Cit. p. ls5-156.

233Winslow, 
'Canadian Society and its Army,' p. 2l
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while this impact is subtle, it is a factor that has not been widely discussed by the

majority of critics of NDHQ.

Finally, the nature of modern war has had an affect upon the culture of the

miiitary. Modem war is far more technicai in nature and requires far more technical and

support staff to ailow front line operatofs to have the fuIl advantages of modern

technology on the battlefield. These highly trained technicians take many years to train

and are very highly educated. They are not as willing to bend to the every wish of the

military. This means that the leadership cannot take for granted the automatic respect and

obedience ofthese people. The technicians often have trades that are highly sought after

by civilian companies so they often have an'out' if they feel that they are not appreciated,

or are asked to do something that they may not want to do. This could include continuous

and demanding deployments or even a t¡ansfer to another unit that may include a move to

a remote area of canada; These technicians are not as reliant upon the military for

employment and therefore must be treated differently than soldiers traditionally have

been.

A closer look at the changing attitudes ofsoldiers was conducted by the CF

Personnel Applied Research Unit in 1978. Charles Cotton conducted this survey and it

showed how attitudes in the army have changed as the number ofsupport troops began to

outnumber the number of ,combat arms' soldiers within the army of the time. In

particular, the support troops were more likely to identifr with regular 9-5 work days



where they could apply their trades.23a This attitude was also shared by many ofthe

offrcers employed in the support occupations. This is particularly alarming as it is

evidence ofa move away from the professional officer described by Huntington.

Particularly as the professional officer is vital to the civil-military relationship required

for effective civil control of the military.23s

Cotton also noted that these army support specialists preferred to be posted to a

joint or airforce establishment as they felt that they were moro valued as part ofthe team

in these environments.236 This more accepting attitude may be due to the more technical

nature of airforce operations and the attitudes noted in the paragraphs above. With the

increase in the number of support specialist increasing in relationship to the 'combat

arms' soldier, the overall influence ofthe support trades on the military will increase. In

particular, this will lower the perception that they are professional military officers, and

increase the closer identification of these military members with their civilian

counterpads. This "has led to reduced standards of accountability among senior officers,

who are now unwilling to accept responsibility when things go wrong in their

command."237

23acotton, C.A. Military Attitudes and Yalues of rhe Artny in Canada (Canadian Forces Person¡el Applied
Research Unit, 1979) cited in Kasurak, P. 'Civilianization and the military ethos: Civil -military relations in
Canada' in Canadian Publíc Administration, Y ol 25 #1, Spring 1982,p.ll4.

23sHuntington, S.P. Op. Cr'r. p. 83-84.

236cotton. op. cit. p. l15

23?English, A.D. Op. Cit. p.34.
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Cotton also mentions specifically mentions civilianization in an article published

soon after his survey. In this article, Cotton reflects that civilianization is largely

perceived by members of the military who showed higher recognition of the military as a

profession and notjust ajob. In particular, these "beleaguered warriors" are

"characterized by a dominant focus on battle and a sense ofalienation from a military that

is perceived as having become too civilianized to perform its essential function of

combat."238 He was particularly intrigued by the issues raised by officers that felt that

operations were no longer the focus ofthe administrators in Headquarters. This is directly

related to the increase in importance ofefficient administration to the civil authorities at

that time.

Modem war is also less 'human' than was formerly the case. The use of smart

bombs, missiles, and other long range but accurate weapons has made the need for direct,

haditional authoritarian leadership seem less relevant. Large numbers of men no longer

'go over the top' to face the enemy with fixed bayonets. More subtle methods of

leadership are more relevant in the modem military than the brutal discipline of the past.

Often in these highly technical units, discipline is much more relaxed than the

average unit 20 years ago. Everyone is an expert at his/herjob and supervisors rely on the

expertise ofthe technicians who may be more experienced and better trained than the

officer in charge. This has led to a decline in the stressing ofleadership in these units and

an increase in supervisors becoming facilitators ot managers for their expert staff.23e At

238cotton, C.A. 'Institutional and Occupational Values in Canada's A rmy' in Armed Forces and Society,
Vol 8 #1, Fall 1981, p. 108.

23ewinslow, 
The Canadian Airbome Regiment,p. 12-14
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this point, supervisors must recognise this phenomenon and adjust their leadership style to

maintain positive control while allowing for the flexibility that technical experts feel they

deserve in their day to day activities. Leadership is the key to guarding against

civilianization while maintaining a high level of operational effectiveness and flexibility.

Conclusion

In order to better understand the arguments around civilianization, this chapter

examined the clash of leadership and management and then examined at the nature ofthe

cultures of the military and the civil service in Canada. This examination and the Somalia

Inquiry showed that there are substantial differences in how military personnel perceive

leadership and management and that a shift away from leadership has had a negative

impact upon the effectiveness of the common soldier through a loss oftrust in their

leadership.2a0 In addition, the discussion around culture showed that shifting values in

society have had an effect upon the recruits that are available to the military, and this, in

tum, has affected the way the CF approaches leadership.

Civilianization is a problem and does exist. However, from the examination ofthe

cultures presented here, one can see that there are causes of the civilianization ofthe

military beyond the interactions between military and civilians within the structure of

NDHQ. The civilian culture has not dominated within NDHQ as much as some have

argued. Their core values ofintegrity and service are shared by both the civil service and

military, but the military traditions and symbols have been re-emerging over the last 15

zaoEnglish, A.D. Op. Cit. p. 155-156.
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years and flexible leadership has been stressed as a result ofthe findings ofthe Somalia

Inquiry.

In addition, the actions of PCO, PMO, TBS, and Finance have a daily impact on

the operations and adminishation of the military. These affect all areas ofprocurement,

finance, human resources, and policy development. This impact is large and constant and

comes from outside the structure of NDHQ. One could see that even if there was not a

single civilian employee in NDHQ that the impact of the Central Agencies would still be

felt upon all areas of defence operations and administration.

Fufher changes around the department have also had an impact. The first ofthese

is the changing society. Canadians have changed. They are more individualistic and less

traditional. They do not identifi with service, deference to authority, and duty as much as

their forefathers. In addition, current military member are more exposed to the society as a

whole as they are far more likely to life offbase than in the past and are also more likely

to have a spouse who is employed outside the military. This has forced military leaders to

adapt more flexible leadership methods. In addition to shifting society, the increase in the

influence oftechnology in warfare has had an effect. New weapons require many years of

training to maintain and operate. The military personnel required to operate these

weapons are technological experts in various fields and are not as dependant on the

military as soldiers in the past. These technicians have skills that are in demand in civilian

industry so military leaders are forced to consider their needs and requirements far more

than in years past as they do not rÀ/ant to drive them out of the military as a whole.



All ofthese challenges facing the military have one cure. Civilianization must be

recognised and each military member in a supervisory position must use the leadership

style that is appropriate for their situation. All must remember that military effectiveness

is the order of the day but at the same time, all instructions from the government must be

followed and implemented, This is a challenge to balance civil control with military

effectiveness, but it is a challenge that all militaries must confront,
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Chapter 5

Conclusions

Civilianization has been and remains a challenge for DND. However, there is no

clear evidence that the structure ofNDHQ is the principle source ofthese difficulties. The

controls used by modem govemment and the outside influences ofsociety have had a

greater influence upon the civilianization of the military.

The reforms that were imposed upon the defence administration in Canada

developed largely from the problems that were identified after the cuban Missile crisis.

These resulted from the actions of the Canadian military during this crisis. While the

problems existed before this time, it was the crisis and the interactions between the

govemment and the military that made it clear to all in Govemment and Opposition that

there were serious problems with the DND and the Canadian military.

The new Liberal government in 1963 faced opposition from the military when

integration and unification were introduced. They felt that the elimination of the

independent services was destructive and would have a detrimental effect upon the morale

and culture of the military. The cultural arguments being made against the integration

were seen by the Minister as attempts by the military to derail his reforms, and were

therefore dismissed. The next MND completed the integration of all portions of the

Canadian defence apparatus into a single organization. However, over the next twenty

years' many ofthe major tenets ofunification were reversed. Policy changes included the



retum to distinctive environmental uniforms and separate service staffs, while the benefits

of a single supply and administration system remain.

The current structure of the DND is a response to problems that have faced the

department over the last 50 years. NDHQ was created in 1972 when the office ofthe

Deputy Minister and CFHQ were combined, This created the organization that largely

still exists today with the CDS and the DM sharing the top of the organization. This has

resulted in a single organization with a single outlook and goals.

The integrated nature ofthe current department in practice, while not in law, has

resulted in a mix of civilian management of defence policy and military control of

operations. With the effective implementation of the elements of integration that make

sense, such as; support andjointness, and the re-emergence of some service cultures the

military is once again moving towards providing an effective military option to the

govemment. At the same time the civilian poÍion of DND was moved in order to make

operate more efficiently in the centralized structure of the govemment while providing a

professional fiscal and policy administration that is in line with the civil service as a

whole,

However, the creation of NDHQ has not resolved all problems. Over the years

there has been criticism that NDHQ was not clearly set up with all of the roles of the

leaders clearly explained.2ar while this may have been true at the time the department was

integrated, there have besn attempts over time to more effectively define roles and

2atBland,D. National Defence Headquqt.ters: Cenhefor Dsc¡bio4 A Report to the Commission on the
Deplo¡,rnent of Canadian Fo¡ces to Somalia (Minister of Public Works: Ottawa ,1997) p. 26- 29
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boundaries for the primary officials within the department, particularly since the issue was

brought up by the Commission of Inquiry into the Deployment of Canadian Forces to

Somalia. As a result, there has been an effort to clearly show that there are distinct roles

for each primary actor within the department. One way this has been accomplished was

the publishing of Organization and Accountability by the Department. This document

attempted to define what the role of each primary actor was within the department, and

show who they are accountable to in the chain of command within the Department.2a2

In this light, the most successful result ofthe changes to DND is the

intemalization of disagreements between the civilian adminishation and the military.

Open disagreements were dehimental to the department when going to the govemment

with policy and funding proposals. The internalization of the debate ','/ithin the structure

of NDHQ resulted in a single voice for DND with the government bureaucracy. This

raised the confidence in the other agencies ofthe govemment that a consistent message

was being communicated by DND. Intemalizing the debate has also been beneficial to the

govemments seeking to down play the role of the military in order to concentrate on other

social issues.

While these dramatic changes were being made to the structure of the organization

the culture of the military was largely ignored. In particular, the unification of the tkee

services and the creation of NDHQ were carried out without thought of how this would

2a2Canada, Organization dnd Accountability. Hovtever, lhis debare is srill not complele. Recent cabinet
shufrles (12 Dec 03) resulting in changes to the role of the MND and questions suruounding the chain of
command in lhe case ofshoot downs ofcivilian airlíners show that there nust be constanl revision and
updating of the roles and responsibilities ofleaders within the orgdnization .
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affect the cultures within the new organization. While culture was not acknowledged at

the time, the recognition ofthe civilianisation problem by numerous sources, including

the MRG and the Somalia Inquiry, show that the problem does exist.

There are four arguments against the belief that the mixing of civilian and military

members within NDHQ has led to civilianization. First, there is no reason to believe that

the creation ofan integrated headquarters was the primary cause ofthe problem. The core

values of service and integrity are found within both cultures within NDHe. It is difficult

to say that the civilian culture has dominated the civilian culture particularly as the

military is re-embracing the symbols and traditions of the past, including distinctive

uniforms.

Secondly, Westem democratic society is changing and this is effecting militaries

around the world. They are all adapting to societies that are more educated, quicker to

question authority, and encouraged to think independently, Society is providing better

quality recruits to the military and the old authoritarian leadership techniques are not

being as effective with these people. They require more subtle and motivational

leadership than was required in the past, Also, the society itself may not recognise older,

more traditional military leadership techniques as being valid. The problems of

civilianization may be coming from a society that shows an "increased rejection oforder,

pursuit of happiness to the detriment ofduty, de-emphasis of social and family

connections, and diminished concem over financial and future outlook."2a3 In addition to

243Tasseron, 
J. 'Military Manning and the Revolution in Social Affairs' in The Canadian Military Journal,

Vol2. No. 3, Autumn 2001 p. 57.



the changes in society, military members now are far more likely to live and have spouses

that work offthe base itself. This exposes them to society in a way that was not prevalent

in the past as most military members were single and lived on base.

Also, changes from within the military are brining changes to the military culture.

The increase in education required to fight a modem war has resulted in a large number of

technological experts. These experts expect to be well treated and expect that they will be

consulted before decisions affecting their area ofexpertise are considered. These experts

are also not as dependent on the military for their livelihoods as in the past. Their skills

are in high demand in the civilian workplace and this provides them with an opportunity

to leave the military ifthey feel that it is no longer in their interest to stay. This requires

the supervisors ofthese experts to use a very subtle and consultative method ofleadership

as authoritarian leadership would quickly alienate these experts. This would result in them

leaving the military and wasting the resources needed to train them.

The final argument against the charge that civilianization is caused by NDHQ is

the increase in the importance ofthe Central Agencies of the Canadian govemment that

coincided with the structural changes within DND. The evolution of the Central Agencies

in Canada has led to an increase in control by the civilian bureaucracy and a decrease in

conhol by the military leadership. The slow increase of civilians within NDHQ in order to

deal with directives from the Central Agencies combined with the downsizing of the

military has resulted in the increase of adminishative power by civilians in the

Department. PCO, TBS, PMO, and Finance directives involving language, environment,

equity, access to information, fiscal, and privacy policies are all areas that affect the



department. The influence ofthe Central Agencies and affect all departments in the

govemment and would impact DND regardless of the organizational structure ofthe

Department.

Problems that have resulted from the creation ofNDHQ are directly related to the

problems it solved. While having a single voice for defence within the govemment makes

for a better ¡elationship and less confusion within the bureaucracy of govemment, it does

not guarantee good defence policy for the Govemment ofCanada. By burying the debate

within the organization, there is a reduction in the checks and balances with regards to

policy. The policy options available to the govemment have become limited in the eyes of

some obseryers. The lack ofoutside policy experience, combined with lack of attention

from Parliament2aa has resulted in the temptation within the deparfment to provide three

options to cabinet. The f,rrst is impossible, the second requires the doubling of the budget,

and the third option is the option that DND feels they can get away with.245 The outside

policy coordination ofPCO may not be as effective as hoped due to the fact that the

majority ofthe staff in the defence cell ofPCO are seconded to PCO from DND itself.2a6

It is difficult to say that this is a truly independent check upon policy options coming out

of the DND.

However, it can be argued that the quality of the defence policy being proposed

ÍÌom within the department does not really matter in the real world. In reality, defence

2aaBland,'Parliament'sDutytoDefendCanada'inCanadianMilitaryJournalWinter200-2001,p.35-43

2aslnterview with former PCO staffer, name withheld by request , Nov 0l
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policy is determined on an ad hoc basis in response to stimulus that the govemment

carurot ignore. These stimulus can be split into two categories. The first would be a crisis.

An example of this would be the attacks of 1 1 September 2001. The Canadian

government was forced to make changes to how it approached security and made very

small additions to the base budget of the Canadian military. The second stimulus would

be an opportunity for political advancement. One has to look no further than the decision

to purchase 100 Griffon helicopters from Bell in Montreal. The govemment directed the

DND to purchase these helicopters without a tender process and without regard to the

military utility of these helicopters.2aT

In addition doubts about the effectiveness ofdefence policy formulation as a

whole, it is doubtful how much of an impact integration has had upon the individual

cultures even within NDHQ. While the organization is completely integrated below the

DNI/CDS diarchy, individual ADMs and Service Chiefs have very separate staffs. Under

the DM it is very common to find the vast majority of positions occupied by civilian civil

servants while under the CDS the staffs are primarily military off,rcers.2a8 While there may

be a degree ofcooperation that was not there before the integration, it seems likely that

the actual cause ofany culture shifts may have been evolutionary responses to other

factors including shifts that are common to all armed forces around the world. Armed

forces around the world are recognising that there is a natural shift towards a more

247Other 
examples include the Iltis 'Jeep', the Challenger CC-144, and the Airbus CC-150 aircraft

purchases.
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bureaucratic or business management style when managing a large organizafion in a peace

time environment.24e With other armed forces around the world dealing with similar

problems as the CF it is difficult to blame the integrated headquarters structure for all the

perceived ailments and problems within DND.

Another problem that remains for the Department is the Minister. The power of

the Minister within the cabinet has always been an issue. In recent years successive

ministers have not had the ability within the cabinet to represent successfully the needs of

the department. This results in funding levels that ars recognised as inadequate by most of

the population in the country, except the cabinet. DND is then required to carry out

multiple taskings that are beyond the organization to sustain, and to do this with no

additional resources,

It is obvious that the creation of NDHQ did not solve all the problems present in

the system. While the creation of NDHQ solved problems of policy coordination and

relations with the government structure, many of the same problems are cropping up

again. For instance, the diff,rculties that faced the govemment during the Cuban Missile

crisis with the lack ofcivil control ofthe military is still a challenge faced by the

government. This problem is caused by the necessity ofcooperation with the United

States in the defence of North America. By participating in bilateral agreements with the

United States, certain actions are devolved down to the field commanders. Therefore,

there is a danger ofthe military taking action without the express permission ofthe

government. This issue was discussed at length as new rules of engagement were being

2aeHomer, C and Clancy,T. Every Man a Tiger, (PùtîamPublishing Group, New York: 1999)p. I 16-l 17



discussed by NORAD in light ofthe new possibilities surrounding the possible

interception of civilian aircraft after I 1 September 2001 .250

The methods used to change the department have varied but have followed the

pattem of organizational change explored in the first chapter. The changes during the

Hellyer era and the creation ofNDHQ could be termed as massive shocks that changed

the Department in very fundamental ways. However, after this massive shock to the

Department there has been a continuing evolution. This evolution was in response to, and

acted in concert with, the extensive reforms that preceded them. Almost all changes made

within the Department since the Hellyer era have been made to either strengthen the

reforms made or to address shortcomings that were exposed over time.

The arguments against the single integrated Department are not as strong as their

proponents wish them to be. According to institutional theory, a single institution is an

effective tool for a govemment to use to be a single point ofcontact for any policy area.2sl

The current structure of the Department ofNational Defence follows this reasoning. As an

organization it serves as a single institution that the government can rely on to provide

policy advice and administrative expertise. By having a single organization that combines

the civilian and military elements of the DND the govemment also ensures that there is an

effective pool ofexpertise from which the government can draw. It also provides link

250This discussion is not complete, as there is still disagreement on how the Canadian elements ofNORAD
will act ifa shoot down ofa civilian airliner is necessary. US commanders have had shoot down authority
ganted to them while Canadian generals have not. Koring, P, Globe and Mai| 'Canadian aìr defence lags
behind U.S. after Sept. 1 l' Friday, l8 Jun 04.

25rGoodin, Op. Cit. p.22
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between the military and the legitimate civilian authority that is necessary for effective

civilian control of the military.

Is the argument that the civilianization of the CF is due to the structure of NDHQ

valid? It is simply not the case. The problems of the DF and the DND are not unique to

Canada. Military forces around the world have had to face similar problems as their

societies and govemments have evolved. In turn, these other states have adapted their

systems in order to address the various challenges they faced.252 The changes that led to

the establishment of NDHQ were necessary. The problems of the lack of cooperation and

lack of policy coordination were all addressed with the establishment of NDHQ. While

there is debate over the effectiveness ofthese changes, changes needed to be made and the

establishment of NDHQ did go a long way towards solving major problems.

It is obvious that the creation ofNDHQ was not a perfect solution to every

problem. However, the creation of NDHQ did address many of the problems it was

created to solve. It is also obvious that the creators of the new organization did not take

the organizational culture into mind when they created NDHQ. At that time, any cultural

arguments against NDHQ were ignored as perceived opposition to the proposed changes.

The creation of NDHQ did play a role in the increase of civilianisation of the military

2521n 
Great Britain, the govemment faced similar problems. The inter-service ¡ivalries were perceive to be

advancing to the point of destructiveness, the procurement process was not proceeding in a controlled
manner, projects were over budget, and serious questions were being raised on the effectiveness and
necessity ofthe equipment being purchased. The independent and separate Service Departments were
eliminated in 1964 and control for all three services were brought under the control ofa single Ministry of
Defence (MOD) after several reports by Parliamentary Committees through the early 1960's clearly
indicated the triplication ofpolicy development and resource allocations was wasteful in a time when it
was obvious that Britain could no longerjustifu huge defence outlays. For further information on the
British experience see Cox, 4., and Kirby,S., Congress, Parlíament and Deferce (MacMilian Press Ltd,
London: 1986).



administration, it cannot be blamed for the civilianization of the military as a whole. Too

many other countries faced similar problems for NDHQ to be the problem. Changes to the

societies of Westem Democracies have had a much larger impact. In addition, the

extremely tight financial situation the militaries have found themselves facing has led to

the adoption of civilian business models in most areas of administration.

The change ofroles from leader to administrator was heavily blamed in the

Somalia Inquiry for the problems of civilianisation. It is clearly linked to the loss of

professionalism that Huntinglon feels is vital for effective civilian control ofthe military.

Since the Somalia Inquiry a new emphasis on leadership has been started. However, the

difficulty now lies in finding the correct balance in classic leadership and new

management techniques in order not to make the mistakes ofthe past.
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Annex A - Canadian Officer Commission Scroll

Elizabeth the Second, by the Grace of God of the United Kingdom, Canada
and Her other Realms and Territories Queen, Head of the Commonwealth,

Defender ofthe Faith
To

Qllame)

Hereby appointed an Officer In Her Majesty's Canadian Armed Forces

With Seniority of the (Date)

We, reposing especial Trust and Confidence in you Loyalty, Courage and
Integrity, do by these Presents Constitute and Appoint you to be an

Officer in our Canadian Armed Forces. You are therefore carefully and
diligently to discharge your Duty as such in the rank of Second

Lieutenant Or in such other Rank as We may from time to time hereafter
be pleased to promote of appoint you to, and you are in such manner and

on such occasions as may be prescribed by Us to exercise and well
discipline both the Inferior Officers and Men serving under you and use

your best endeavour to keep them in good Order and Discipline. And We
do hereby Command them to Obey you as their Superior Officer, and you

to observe and follow such Orders and Directions as from time to time
you shall receive from Us, or any your Superior Officer according to

Law, in Pursuance of the Trust hereby reposed in you.

In witness Whereof our Govemor General of Canada hath hereunto set his
hand and Seal at Our Govemment House in the City of Ottawa this 1 5th

day of September in the Year ofour Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred and
Ninety Five and in the Forty Fourth of Our Reign.

By Command of His Excellency the Govemor General
(Signature)

Minister of National
Defence

(Signature)
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